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FROM: INTERNET:gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu, INTERNET:gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
TO: robin, 74043,423 
DATE: 10/3/94 5:54 PM 

Re: RE: reactions 

Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Received: from eunice.ssc.wisc.edu by dub-img-1.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id RAA09736; Mon, 3 Oct 1994 17:42:23 -0400 
From: <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Received: from GAMO.DECnet MAIL 11 D_ V3 by eunice.ssc.wisc.edu; 

id AA 10714; 5.65/42; Mon, 3 Oct 1994 16:38:23 -0500 
Date: Mon, 3 Oct 1994 16:38:23 -0500 
Message-Id: <9410032138.AA 10714@eunice.ssc.wisc.edu> 
To: "74043.423@compuserve.com"@ssc.wisc.edu 
Cc: ELLEN@ssc.wisc.edu, GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu 
Subject: RE: reactions 

(Please pass this message along to Nessa): 

Thanks for the kind words. We did not leave out the "nuggets" for any 
particular reason, except perhaps space considerations. We can add a 
box of "nuggets" if you think it would help. If you don't think it's too 
long, does that mean you're considering an 8-page report? Also, how 
did you like the color graphs? Can we afford a color document, or will 
we go with black and white (or maybe black and one color?)? I'll at 
least use the color graphs for overhead slides. 

Adam 



stimulated to take a close look at their teaching personnel, and work out action plans to suit their 
contexts. 

5 

Professional development for Jewish educators is not only a matter of making up for deficiencies. It is 
also a means of renewal and growth, something that is imperative for all teachers. Even those who are 
well prepared for their positions must have opportunities to keep abreast of the field, to learn exciting 
new ideas, and to be invigorated by contact with other educators. And even those who teach only a 
few hours each week can be nurtured to develop as educators through a long-tenn commitment to 
learning and growth. 

The solution to the problem must be continental as well as local. Communities need help from the 
major Jewish movements and their affiliated seminaries and colleges, and from other institutions of 
Jewish higher learning around North America. What resources are available to promote in-service 
education -- in manpower and expertise as well as financial? What should be the content of in-service 
education for different types of schools? What standards for professional development should be 
advocated? What creative ways can be found to enhance the professional growth of all Jewish 
educators? Advancement on these fronts demands collaboration throughout North America on the goal 
of improving the personnel of Jewish education. 

It is not your responsibility to complete the task, but neither are you free to avoid it. The day 
is short, the task is large, the workers are lazy. and the reward is great; and the master of the 
house is pressing. --- Pirke Avor 

---------END--------

Text for Box l: -no, f )J~ 
Box 1. About the Jewish educators of Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee. 

Teachers in the Jewish schools of the lead communities are predominantly female (84%) and American 
born (86%). Only 7% were born in Israel and less than l % each are from Russia, Gennany, England, 
and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are married. The teachers identify with a variety of Jewish 
religious movements. Thirty-two percent are Orthodox, and 8% call themselves traditional. One 
quarter identify with the Conservative movemept, 31 % see themselves as Reform, and the remaining 
4 % list Reconstructionist and other preferences. One-quarter work full time in Jewish education (i.e. 
they reported teaching 30 hours per week or more), and about one-fifth work in more than one school. 

Text for Box 2: 
Box 2. About the study of educators. 

The CIJE study of educators was coordinated by the Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback (MEF) 
team of the CIJE. It involved a survey of nearly all the formal Jewish educators in the community, 
and a series of in-depth interviews with a more limited sample of educators. The survey form was 
adapted from previous surveys of Jewish educators, with many questions adapted from the Los 



Angeles Teacher Survey. The interview questions were designed by the MEF team. Interviews were 
conducted with teachers in pre-schools, supplementary schools, and day schools, as well as education 
directors and educators at central agencies and institutions of Jewish higher learning. In total, 126 
educators were interviewed, generally for one to two hours. CIJE field researchers conducted and 
analyzed the interviews. 

The survey was administered in spring 1993 or fall 1994 to all Judaic and Hebrew teachers at all 
Jewish day schools, congregational schools, and pre-school programs in the three communities. Day 
school teachers of secular subjects were not included. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who teach 
Judaica were included. Lead Community project directors in each community coordinated the survey 
administration. Teachers completed the questionnaires and returned them at their schools. (Some 
teachers who did not receive a survey form at school were mailed a form and a self-addressed 
envelope, and returned their forms by mail.) Over eighty percent of the teachers in each community 
filled out and returned the questionnaire, for a total of almost 1000 respondents. (A different form 
was administered to education directors, but those data have yet to be analyzed.) 

The questionnaire form and the interview protocols will be available for public distribution in 1995. 
Contact: Nessa Rappaport, CIJE, 15 E. 26th St., Room 1010, New York, NY 10010-1579. 

This Research Brief was prepared by the CIJE MEF team: Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring, Roberta 
Louis Goodman, Bill Robinson, and Julie Tammivaara. The authors are grateful for suggestions from 
CUE staff, the MEF advisory board, and Lead Community participants. They are especially thankful 
to the Jewish educators who participated in the study. 

Future research reports are in preparation, covering such topics as career opportunities, salaries, 
benefits, recruitment. and so on. ' 

Text for Box 3: 
Box 3. Technical notes. 

6 

In total, 983 teachers responded out of a total population of ?1180? in the three communities. In 
general, we avoided sampling inferences (e.g., t-tests) because we are analyzing population figures, not 
samples. Respondents include 301 day school teachers, 384 supplementary school teachers, and 291 
pre-school teachers. Teachers who work at more than one type of setting were categorized according 
to the setting (day school, supplementary school, or pre-school) at which they teach the most hours (or 
at the setting they listed first if hours were the same for two types of settings). Each teacher is 
counted only once. If teachers were counted in all the settings in which they teach, the results would 
look about the same, except that supplementary school teachers would look more like day school 
teachers, because 61 day school teachers also work in supplementary schools. 

Missing responses were excluded from calculations of percentages. Generally, less than 5% of 
responses were missing for any one item. An exception was the question about certification in Jewish 
education. In at least one community, many teachers left this blank, apparently because they were not 
sure what it meant. On the assumption that teachers who did not know what certification was were 
not certified, we present the percentage who said they were certified out of the total who returned the 
survey forms, not out of the total who responded to this item. 
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DRAFT- CONFIDENTIAL 

Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 

RESEARCH BRIEF: 
BACKGROUND AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN JEWISH SCHOOLS 

The Jewish community of North America is facing a cris is of major proportions. Large 
numbers of Jews have lost interest in Jewish values, ideals, and behavior. .. The responsibility 
for developing Jewish identity and instilling a comntitment to Judaism ... now rests primarily 
with education. -- A 1ime to Act 

In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America released A Time to Act, a 
report that set forth a mandate for dramatic change in the delivery of Jewish education on this 
continent. The key building blocks in the Commission's plan were mobilizing community support 
for J ewish education, and building the profession or Jewish education. The Commission created 
the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CUE) to facilitate its plan, and as a first step, the 
CUE established three "Lead Communities" to work with CUE io mobilizing support and building the 
profession at the local level. Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee were selected for their dedication to 
and investment in Jewish education, as well as fo r the strength of their communal, educational and 
congregational leadership . 

A central tenet of CUE is that policy decisions must be based on solid information. Hence, the three 
Lead Communities boldly engaged in a study of their,teaching personnel, to provide a basis for a plan 
of action to build and enhance the profession of Jewish education. Findings from the study are 
informing policy discussions which are underway in all three cities. At this time, CUE is releasing 
information on one major topic - background and professional training of teachers in Jewish schools -
- to spark discussion at the continental level. Although the findings come from only three 
communities, we believe they characterize the personnel situation throughout North America - if 
anything, teachers in the Lead Communities may have stronger educational and Judaic backgrounds 
than is typical, given the extraordinary commitment of these communities to Jewish education. 

The overall picture is one of a teaching force in serious need of improvement. The large majority of 
teachers lack solid backgrounds in Jewish studits, or are not professionally trained in educatio n, or 
both. In-service training, which might help remedy these deficiencies, is infrequent and haphazard , 

[ particularly in day schools and supplementary schools ] The picture is not entirely bleak, however, 
because most teachers --whether part-time or fu ll-time -- are strongly committed to Jewish education, 
and intend to remain in their positions. Consequently, investment in Jewish teachers is likely to pay 
off in the future. 

1. Are teachers in Jewish schools committed to J ewish education? 

Yes. Almost 60% of the teachers said that Jewish education is their career. Even among part-time 
teachers (those who reported teaching fewer than 30 hours per week), half described Jewish education 
as their career (see Figure 1). In supplementary schools where virtually no teachers are full -time 
Jewish educators, 44% consider Jewish education their career. 



[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE] 

There is considerable stability in the teaching force as well. Thirty-eight percent of the teachers have 
taught for more than ten years, while just 6% were in their first year as Jewish educators when they 
responded to the survey (see Table 1). Almost two-thirds plan to continue teaching in their current 
positions, while only 6% intend to seek a position outside of Jewish education in the near future. 

[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE] 

prtf>teJ 
2. Are teachers in Jewish schools trained as Jewish educators? 

Most are not. According to teachers' own reports, only 21 % are trained as Jewish educators, with a 

2 

'J +nin university or teacher's institute degree in education and a college or seminary degree in Jewish studies. 
Another 39% are partially trained, with a degree in education but not Judaica. Another partially
trained group consists of the 10% who have a degree in Jewish studies, but not in education. This 
leaves 30% of the teachers who are untrained: they lack professional training in both education and 
Judaica (see Figure 2). 

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE] 

Teachers tended to report similar levels of preparation in general education, regardless of whether they 
taught mainly in day schools, supplementary schools, or pre-schools. For example. close to half the 
teachers in each setting reported university degrees in general education, and similar proportions have 
worked in general education in the past (see Table 2). However, in addition to these figures, another 
15% to 20% of day school and pre-school teachers have education degrees from teachers' institutes. 

' In the day school setting, these are primarily teachers in Orthodox schools who have attended one- or 
two-year programs in Israel. (In Orthodox day schools, 37% of teachers have university degrees in 
education, compared to 67% of teachers in day schools under other sponsorships.) 

[TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE) 

Day school teachers are much more likely than teachers who work primarily in other settings to have 
post-secondary training in Judaica. Table 3 show that 40% of day school teachers are certified as 
Jewish educators, and 38% have a degree in Jewish studies from a college, graduate school, or 
rabbinic seminary. (Here, teachers in Orthodo,e.•day schools are much more likely to have a degree 
than those in other day schools, 50% compared with 24%.) Much smaller proportions of teachers in 
supplementary and pre-schools have studied Judaica to this extent. Overall, around four-fifths of the 
teachers lack advanced degrees and certification in Judaica, and even in the day schools, three-fifths of 
the teachers lack such grounding in their subject matter. 

(TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE] 

3. Are teachers in Jewish schools well-educated as Jews? 

Compared to the typical American Jew, teachers in Jewish schools are well-educated Jewishly. 
According to "Highlights of the CJF 1990 National Jewish Population Survey," by Or. Barry Kosmin 
and colleagues, 22% of males and 38% of females who identify as Jews received no Jewish education 
as children. By contrast, only 10% of the teachers in Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee were not 
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fonnally educated as Jews in their childhoods. (Since 80% of the teachers are female, the contrast is 
quite strong.) 

Although almost all teachers received some Jewish education as children, for many the experience was 
minimal. More than one-third of supplementary school teachers and over 60% of pre-school teachers 
attended religious school once weekly or less before age 13. After age 13, the proportion who 
received minimal or no Jewish education is even greater (see Figures 3, 4, and 5). 

[FIGURES 3, 4, AND 5 ABOUT HERE] 

One reason for relatively low levels of childhood Jewish education among pre-school teachers is that 
many are not Jewish. They are teaching Jewish subject matter to Jewish children, yet they are not 
Jewish themselves. Why is this the case? One pre-school director we interviewed shed light on the 
question: 

I have an opening for next year. I have a teacher leaving who is not Jewish. I'm interviewing 
three teachers, two of whom are Jewish, one of whom is not. And to be frank with you .. .I 
should hire one [who is]. .. Jewish. Unfortunately, of the three people I am interviewing, the 
non-Jewish teacher is the best teacher in terms of what she can do in the classroom. [ So it 
creates a real problem because she doesn't have the other pieceJ 

Although the Jewish candidates were presumably better versed in Jewish content and as Jewish role 
models, the non-Jewish applicant was more skilled as an educator, and this consideration carried more J 
weight. Many pre-school directors described a shortage of Jewish pre-school teachers. Overall, about } 
? I 0%? of the teachers in Jewish pre-schools are not Jewish, and in one community the figure is as 
high as 20%. • 

4. Does ~ rvice train§$ compensate for background deficiencies? 

No. Although the large majority of teachers are required to auend some workshops, most attend very 
few each year. Close to 80% of all teachers were required to attend at least one workshop during a 
two-year period. Among these teachers, around half attended no more than four workshops over the 
two-year time span. 

Pre-school teachers attend workshops more re&lllarly than teachers in other settings (see Figure 6). 
This occurs, we learned in interviews, because most pre-schools are licensed by the state, which sets 
standards for teachers' professional development. Generally, pre-school teachers who attended 
workshops did so with the frequency required by state regulations (between 6 and 7 every two years, 
with some variation across communities). Given shortages in subject matter and pedagogic 
backgrounds, however, one may ask whether it would be appropriate to exceed state standards, which 
are aimed at professionally trained teachers. 

[FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE] 

Although state requirements apply to secular teachers in day schools, Judaica teachers are not bound 
by state standards. We found little evidence of sustained professional development among the day 
school teachers we surveyed. On average, those who were required to attend workshops went to about 
3.8 every two years, or less than two per year. How does this compare to secular standards? In 
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Wisconsin, for example, teachers are required to attend 180 hours of workshops over a five-year 
period to maintain their teaching license. If a typical workshop lasts 3 hours, then day school teachers 
in our study engage in about 27 hours of workshops over the five year period, less than one-sixth of 
that required for secular teachers in Wisconsin. (Despite variation among states in our study, we 
found little difference across communities in the extent of professional development among day school 
teachers.) 

Supplementary school teachers reported slightly higher average workshop attendance, at about 4.4 
sessions in a two year period. If one keeps in mind that most supplementary school teachers had little 
or no formal Jewish study after Bar/Bat Mitzvah, and only half are trained as educators, the current 
status of professional development for supplementary school teachers may also give rise to serious 
concern. 

Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee offer a number of valuable in-service opportunities for their 
teachers. All three communities have city-wide teacher conventions, and all three offer some form of 
incentive for professional development Still, in-service education tends to be infrequent and 
haphazard, particularly for supplementary and day schools. In interviews, teachers reported they find 
some sessions to be informative and useful, while others are not. Even at best, however, workshops 
are isolated events, lacking the continuity of an overall system and plan for professional development. 

5. What does it mean, and what can we do? 

Almost four-fifths of the teachers we surveyed lacked professional training in education, Jewish 
content, or both. A substantial minority of teachers received minimal Jewish education even as 
children. Yet the teachers engage in relatively little professional development, far less than that 
generally expected of secular teachers. ' 

Findings from day schools present a particular irony. Children in these schools study both secular and 
Jewish subjects, but the special mission of these schools is to teach Judaism. Yet the Jewish day 
schools hold their teachers of Judaica to lower standards than their secular teachers, for entry and for 
professional development The reason for this is obvious: Secular teachers typically comply with state 
requirements, which are not binding on Judaica teachers. 

Pre-schools provide more staff development, but their teachers are the least prepared in Jewish content 
when they enter their positions. Indeed, an important minority are not Jewish. 

Supplementary schools are staffed by many teachers with education backgrounds, but limited 
backgrounds in Jewish content. In-service opportunities exist, but they are infrequent and lack 
coherence. 

Yet in all settings, teachers are strongly devoted to Jewish education. We found them to be 
enthusiastic and positive, committed to the intrinsic rewards of working with children and ma.Icing a 
contribution to the Jewish people. Hence, we propose that in addition to recruiting teachers with 
strong Judaic and educational backgrounds, it is worth investing in our current teachers to improve 
their knowledge and skills. The three Lead Communities, Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, are 
each devising plans to improve the caliber of their Jewish educators; these plans will no doubt 
emphasize professional development in addition to recruitment. We hope other communities will be 



October 3, 1994 

Dear Adam and Ellen: An indirect note--1 should be on Compuserve by next week--to let you 
know that I have read the brief and think you did a splendid job. I'll have modest suggestions for 
clarity or emphasis, which I will send to you when I have read the brief line-by-line. (There are a 
couple of instances where a change in the order of the sentences may make a point more easily. 
And perhaps the length could be cut somewhat, although on a first reading nothing seemed 
obviously extraneous.) 

I'll also try to include any suggestions that Gail, Barry, or Alan may have; we are all in accord 
that both substance and tone are on target. 

I notice that you did not highlight the 11nuggets11 in chart form, as we had once discussed. Did you 
feel the Q & A format took care of that? I still think there may be a place for such a chart. 

Looking forward to seeing you on Wednesday. 



DRAFT - CONFIDENTIAL 

Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 

RESEARCH BRJEF: 
BACKGROUND AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN JEWISH SCHOOLS 

The Jewish community of North America is facing a crisis of major proportions. Large 
numbers of Jews have lost interest in Jewish values, ideals, and behavior. .. The responsibility 
for developing Jewish identity and instilling a commitment to Judaism ... now rests primarily 
with education. -- A nme to Act 

In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America released A Time to Act, a 
report that set forth a mandate for dramatic change in the delivery of Jewish education on this 
continent. The key building blocks in the Commission's plan were mobilizing community support 
for Jewish education, and building the profession of Jewish education. The Commission created 
the Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CUE) to facilitate its plan, and as a first step, the 
CUE established three "Lead Communities" to work with CUE in mobilizing support and building the 
profession at the local level. Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee were selected for their dedication to 
and investment in Jewish education, as well as for the strength of their communal, educational and 
congregational leadership. 

A central tenet of CIJE is that policy decisions must be based on solid information. Hence, the three 
Lead Communities boldly engaged in a study of their teaching personnel, to provide a basis for a plan 
of action to build and enhance the profession of Jewish education. Findings from the study are 
informing policy discussions which are underway in all three cities. At this time, CUE is releasing 
information on one major topic - background and professional training of teachers in Jewish schools -
- to spark discussion at the continental level. Although the findings come from only three 
communities, we believe they characterize the personnel situation throughout North America -- if 
anything, teachers in the Lead Communities may have stronger educational and Judaic backgrounds 
than is typical , given the extraordinary commitment of these communities to Jewish education. 

The overall picture is one of a teaching force in serious need of improvement. The large majority of 
teachers lack solid backgrounds in Jewish studies, or are not professionally trained in education, or 
both. In-service training, which might help remedy these deficiencies, is infrequent and haphazard, 
particularly in day schools and supplementary schools. The picture is not entirely bleak, however, 
because most teachers -whether part-time or full-time - are strongly committed to Jewish education, 
and intend to remain in their positions. Consequently, investment in Jewish teachers is likely to pay 
off in the future. 

I. Are teachers in Jewish schools committed to Jewish education? 

Yes. Almost 60% of the teachers said that Jewish education is their career. Even among part-time 
teachers (those who reported teaching fewer than 30 hours per week), half described Jewish education 
as their career (see Figure 1). In supplementary schools where virtually no teachers are full-time 
Jewish educators, 44% consider Jewish education their career. 



[F1GURE 1 ABOUT HERE) 

There is considerable stability in the teaching force as well. Thirty-eight percent of the teachers have 
taught for more than ten years, while just 6% were in their first year as Jewish educators when they 
responded to the survey (see Table 1). Almost two-thirds plan to continue teaching in their current 
positions, while only 6% intend to seek a position outside of Jewish education in the near future. 

[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE) 

2. Are teachers in Jewish schools trained as Jewish educators? 

2 

Most are not According to teachers' own reports, only 21 % are trained as Jewish educators, with a 
university or teacher's institute degree in education and a college or seminary degree in Jewish studies. 
Another 39% are partially trained, with a degree in education but not Judaica. Another partially
trained group consists of the 10% who have a degree in Jewish studies, but not in education. This 
leaves 30% of the teachers who are untrained: they lack professional training in both education and 
Judaica (see Figure 2). 

[F1GURE 2 ABOUT HERE) 

Teachers tended to report similar levels of preparation in general education, regardless of whether they 
taught mainly in day schools, supplementary schools, or pre-schools. For example, close to half the 
teachers in each setting reported university degrees in general education, and similar proportions have 
worked in general education in the past (see Table 2). However, in addition to these figures, another 
15% to 20% of day school and pre-school teachers have education degrees from teachers' institutes. 
In the day school setting, these are primarily teachers in Orthodox schools who have attended one- or 
two-year programs in Israel. (In Orthodox day schools, 37% of teachers have university degrees in 
education, compared to 67% of teachers in day schools under other sponsorships.) 

[TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE] 

Day school teachers are much more likely than teachers who work primarily in other settings co have 
post-secondary training in Judaica. Table 3 show that 40% of day school teachers are certified as 
Jewish educators, and 38% have a degree in Jewish studies from a college, graduate school, or 
rabbinic seminary. (Here, teachers in Orthodox day schools are much more likely to have a degree 
than those in other day schools, 50% compared with 24%.) Much smaller proportions of teachers in 
supplementary and pre-schools have studied Judaica to this extent. Overall, around four-fifths of the 
teachers lack advanced degrees and certification in Judaica, and even in the day schools, three-fifths of 
the teachers lack such grounding in their subject matter. 

[TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE] 

3. Are teachers in Jewish schools well-educated as Jews? 

Compared to the typical American Jew, teachers in Jewish schools are well-educated Jewishly. 
According to "Highlights of the CJF 1990 National Jewish Population Survey," by Dr. Barry Kosmin 
and colleagues, 22% of males and 38% of females who identify as Jews received no Jewish education 
as children. By contrast, only 10% of the teachers in Atlanta. Baltimore, and Milwaukee were not 
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formally educated as Jews in their childhoods. (Since 80% of the teachers are female, the contrast is 
quite strong.) 

Although almost all teachers received some Jewish education as children, for many the experience was 
minimal. More than one-third of supplementary school teachers and over 60% of pre-school teachers 
attended religious school once weekly or less before age 13. After age 13, the proportion who 
received minimal or no Jewish education is even greater (see Figures 3, 4, and 5). 

[AGURES 3, 4, AND 5 ABOUT HERE] 

One reason for relatively low levels of childhood Jewish education among pre-school teachers is that 
many are not Jewish. They are teaching Jewish subject matter to Jewish children, yet they are not 
Jewish themselves. Why is this the case? One pre-school director we interviewed shed light on the 
question: 

I have an opening for next year. I have a teacher leaving who is not Jewish. I'm interviewing 
three teachers, two of whom are Jewish, one of whom is not. And to be frank with you .. .I 
should hire one [who is] ... Jewish. Unfortunately, of the three people I am interviewing, the 
non-Jewish teacher is the best teacher in tenns of what she can do in the classroom. So it 
creates a real problem because she doesn't have the other piece. 

Although the Jewish candidates were presumably better versed in Jewish content and as Jewish role 
models, the non-Jewish applicant was more skilled as an educator, and this consideration carried more 
weight. Many pre-school directors described a shortage of Jewish pre-school teachers. Overall, about 
?10%7 of the teachers in Jewish pre-schools are not Jewish, and in one community the figure is as 
high as 20%. 

4. Does in-service training compensate for background deficiencies? 

No. Although the large majority of teachers are required to attend some workshops, most attend very 
few each year. Close to 80% of all teachers were required to attend at least one workshop during a 
two-year period. Among these teachers, around half attended no more than four workshops over the 
two-year time span. 

Pre-school teachers attend workshops more regularly than teachers in other settings (see Figure 6). 
This occurs, we learned in interviews, because most pre-schools are licensed by the state, which sets 
standards for teachers' professional development. Generally, pre-school teachers who attended 
workshops did so with the frequency required by state regulations (between 6 and 7 every two years, 
with some variation across communities). Given shortages in subject matter and pedagogic 
backgrounds, however, one may ask whether it would be appropriate to exceed state standards, which 
are aimed at professionally trained teachers. 

[AGURE 6 ABOUT HERE] 

Although state requirements apply to secular teachers in day schools, Judaica teachers are not bound 
by state standards. We found little evidence of sustained professional development among the day 
school teachers we surveyed. On average, those who were required to attend workshops went to about 
3.8 every two years, or less than two per year. How does this compare to secular standards? In 
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Wisconsin, for example, teachers are required to attend 180 hours of workshops over a five-year 
period to maintain their teaching license. If a typical workshop lasts 3 hours, then day school teachers 
in our study engage in about 27 hours of workshops over the five year period, less than one-sixth of 
that required for secular teachers in Wisconsin. (Despite variation among states in our study, we 
found little difference across communities in the extent of professional development among day school 
teachers.) 

Supplementary school teachers reported slightly higher average workshop attendance, at about 4.4 
sessions in a two year period. If one keeps in mind that most supplementary school teachers had little 
or no formal Jewish study after Bar/Bat Mitzvah, and only half are trained as educators, the current 
status of professional development for supplementary school teachers may also give rise to serious 
concern. 

Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee offer a number of valuable in-service opportunities for their 
teachers. All three communities have city-wide teacher conventions, and all three offer some form of 
incentive for professional development Still, in-service education tends to be infrequent and 
haphazard, particularly for supplementary and day schools. In interviews, teachers reported they find 
some sessions to be informative and useful, while others are noL Even at best, however, workshops 
are isolated events, lacking the continuity of an overall system and plan for professional development. 

S. What does it mean, and what can we do? 

Almost four-fifths of the teachers we surveyed lacked professional training in education, Jewish 
content, or both. A substantial minority of teachers received minimal Jewish education even as 
children. Yet the teachers engage in relatively little professional development, far less than that 
generally expected of secular teachers. 

Findings from day schools present a particular irony. Children in these schools study both secular and 
Jewish subjects, but the special mission of these schools is to teach Judaism. Yet the Jewish day 
schools hold their teachers of Judaica to lower standards than their secular teachers, for entry and for 
professional development. The reason for this is obvious: Secular teachers typically comply with state 
requirements, which are not binding on Judaica teachers. 

Pre-schools provide more staff development, but their teachers are the least prepared in Jewish content 
when they enter their positions. Indeed, an important minority are not Jewish. 

Supplementary schools are staffed by many teachers with education backgrounds, but limited 
backgrounds in Jewish content. In-service opportunities exist, but they are infrequent and lack 
coherence. 

Yet in all settings, teachers are strongly devoted to Jewish education. We found them to be 
enthusiastic and positive, committed to the intrinsic rewards of working with children and making a 
contribution to the Jewish people. Hence, we propose that in addition to recruiting teachers with 
strong Judaic and educational backgrounds, it is worth investing in our current teachers to improve 
their knowledge and skills. The three Lead Communities, Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, are 
each devising plans to improve the caliber of their Jewish educators; these plans will no doubt 
emphasize professional development in addition to recruitment. We hope other communities will be 
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stimulated to take a close look at their teaching personnel, and work out action plans to suit their 
contexts. 

Professional development for Jewish educators is not only a matter of making up for deficiencies. It is 
also a means of renewal and growth, something that is imperative for all teachers. Even those who are 
well prepared for their positions must have opportunities to keep abreast of the field, to learn exciting 
new ideas, and to be invigorated by contact with other educators. And even those who teach only a 
few hours each week can be nurtured to develop as educators through a long-term commionent to 
learning and growth. 

The solution to the problem must be continental as well as local. Communities need help from the 
major Jewish movements and their affiliated seminaries and colleges, and from other institutions of 
Jewish higher learning around North America. What resources are available to promote in-service 
education -- in manpower and expertise as well as financial? What should be the content of in-service 
education for different types of schools? What standards for professional development should be 
advocated? What creative ways can be found to enhance the professional growth of all Jewish 
educators? Advancement on these fronts demands collaboration throughout North America on the goal 
of improving the personnel of Jewish education. 

It is not your responsibility to complete the task, but neither are you free to avoid it.. The day 
is short, the task is large, the workers are lazy, and the reward is great; and the master of the 
house is pressing. --- Pirke A vot 

------END-------

Text for Box 1: 
Box 1. About the Jewish educators of Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee. 

Teachers in the Jewish schools of the lead communities are predominantly female (84%) and American 
born (86%). Only 7% were born in Israel and less than 1 % each are from Russia, Germany, England, 
and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are married. 1be teachers identify with a variety of Jewish 
religious movements. Thirty-two percent are Orthodox, and 8% call themselves traditional. One 
quarter identify with the Conservative movement, 31 % see themselves as Reform, and the remaining 
4% list Reconstructionist and other preferences. One-quarter work full time in Jewish education (i.e. 
they reported teaching 30 hours per week or more), and about one-fifth work in more than one school. 

Text for Box 2: 
Box 2. About the study of educators. 

The CIJE study of educators was coordinated by the Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback (MEF) 
team of the CUE. It involved a survey of nearly all the formal Jewish educators in the community, 
and a series of in-depth interviews with a more limited sample of educators. 1be survey form was 
adapted from previous surveys of Jewish educators, with many questions adapted from the Los 



Angeles Teacher Survey. The interview questions were designed by the MEF team. Interviews were 
conducted with teachers in pre-schools, supplementary schools, and day schools, as well as education 
directors and educators at central agencies and institutions of Jewish higher learning. In total. 126 
educators were interviewed, generally for one to two hours. CUE field researchers conducted and 
analyzed the interviews. 

The survey was administered in spring 1993 or fall 1994 to all Judaic and Hebrew teachers at all 
Jewish day schools, congregational schools, and pre-school programs in the three communities. Day 
school teachers of secular subjects were not included. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who teach 
Judaica were included. Lead Community project directors in each community coordinated the survey 
administration. Teachers completed the questionnaires and returned them at their schools. (Some 
teachers who did not receive a survey form at school were mailed a form and a self-addressed 
envelope, and returned their forms by mail.) Over eighty percent of the teachers in each community 
filled out and returned the questionnaire, for a total of almost 1000 respondents. (A different form 
was administered to education directors, but those data have yet to be analyzed.) 

The questionnaire fonn and the interview protocols will be available for public distribution in 1995. 
Contact: Nessa Rappoport, CUE, 15 E. 26th St., Room 1010, New York, NY 10010-1579. 

This Research Brief was prepared by the CUE MEF team: Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring, Roberta 
Louis Goodman, Bill Robinson, and Julie Tammivaara. The authors are grateful for suggestions from 
CUE staff, the MEF advisory board, and Lead Community participants. They are especially thankful 
to the Jewish educators who participated in the study. 

Future research reports are in preparation, covering such topics as career opportunities, salaries, 
benefits, recruionent, and so on. 

Text for Box 3: 
Box 3. Technical notes. 

6 

In total, 983 teachers responded out of a total population of ?1180? in the three communities. In 
general, we avoided sampling inferences (e.g., t-tests) because we are analyzing population figures, not 
samples. Respondents include 301 day school teachers, 384 supplementary school teachers, and 291 
pre-school teachers. Teachers who work at more than one type of setting were categorized according 
to the setting (day school, supplementary school, or pre-school) at which they teach the most hours (or 
at the setting they listed first if hours were the same for two types of settings). Each teacher is 
counted only once. If teachers were counted in all the settings in which they teach, the results would 
look about the same, except that supplementary school teachers would look more like day school 
teachers, because 61 day school teachers also work in supplementary schools. 

Missing responses were excluded from calculations of percentages. Generally, less than 5% of 
responses were missing for any one item. An exception was the question about certification in Jewish 
education In at least one community, many teachers left this blank. apparently because they were not 
sure what it meant On the assumption that teachers who did not know what certification was were 
not certified, we present the percentage who said they were certified out of the total who returned the 
survey forms, not out of the total who responded to this item. 



Tuesday October 4 

HOLD FOR ARRIVAL; TUESDAY OCTOBER 4 

TO: Adam Gamoran 
~ (Ellen Goldring) 

FROM: Nessa Rapoport 

FAX: 319-9130 

Welcome to New York. As the meeting tomorrow ends at 3 :00, could we take some time 
afterward to talk about the research brief? (I've now had the chance to read it line-by-line and can 
have a more concrete conversation.) Gail will be able to join us, and perhaps Barry as well. You 
can leave me a message at home tonight (873-8385) or simply let me know tomorrow. See you 
then. 

Nessa 
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council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 

ReJ~~ch Brief: Backaround and Professional Training of Teachers 
in Jewish Schools 

The responsibility for developing Jewish identity and 
instilling a commitment to Judaism ... now rests 
primarily with education. 

--A Time to Act 

In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North 
America released A Time to Act, a report calling for dramatic 
change in the scope, standards, and quality of Jewish education 
on this continent. It concluded that the revitalization of 
Jewish education.i~will depend on two vital t asks: building the 
profession of Jewish education; and mobilizing community support 
for Jewish education. The Council for Initiatives in Jewish 
Education (CIJE) was established to implement the Commission's 
conclusions. 

Since 1992, CIJE has been working with three lead communities -
Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee -- to demonstrate models of 
systemic change at the l ocal level. The lead communities boldly 
engaged in a pioneering, comprehensive study of their teaching 
personnel in day schools, supplementary schools, and pre-schools. 
Formal Jewish educators were surveyed , and a select sample were 
interviewed in d epth. The goal: To create a communal plan of 
action to build the professi on of Jewish education in each 
community. 

<r111~ fr f\i , ·, Two years later, the initial results of this study are 
/c,frir] illuminating not only for the three communities but as a catalyst 

C>f,ti;pym!r •},J- for reexamining the personnel of Jewish education throughout 
lllWt' d>1> North America. This policy brief summarizes the study' s findings 

in a critical area: the background and professio nal training of 
t eachers in Jewish schools (box 1 ) . 

Are teachers in Jewish schools trained as Jewish educators? 
. . a..r e.. . 

Mos t are not. The survey indicates that only 21% \Jore- trained as 
Jewish educators, with a university or teacher's institute degree 
in educat ion, as well as a college or seminary degree in Jewish 
studies. An additional 39% are partially trained, with a degree 
in education but not Judaica. Ten percent of the teachers have a 
d egree in Jewish studies, but not in education . The remaining 
30% of teachers are untrained, lacking professional training in 
either education or Judaica (fig. 1 ) . 

Does the teacher~raining differ according to educational 
setting? 



/itd(/'] 
Training in education: Abf~:~half the teachers in each setting 
(day schools, pre-schools, and supplementary schools) reported 
university degrees in education (table 1). An additional 15% to 
19% of pre-school and day school teachers have education degrees 
from teacher's institutes, as do 6% of supplementary school 
teachers. ( These institutes are usually one- or two-year programs 
taken in lieu of university study~ 

Training in Jewish studies: Day school teachers of Judaica are 
much more likely than teachers who work primarily in other 
settings to have post-secondary training in Jewish studies. 
Forty percent of day school teachers are certified as Jewish 
educators, and 38% have a degree in Jewish studies from a 
college, graduate school, or rabbinic seminary (table 2 ). In 
supplementary and pre-schools, the proportions are much smaller. 
overall, around 80% of the teachers lack advanced degrees and 
certification in Judaica, and even in the day schools Y 6o% lack 
such grounding in their subject matter (box 2). 

What Jewish education did the teachers receive as children? 

Almost all the t eachers received some Jewish educatiffn as 
children, but for many the education was minimal. B fore age 13, 
25% percent of supplementary school teachers and 40% of PFe
school teachers attended religious school once a wee~ a-oo 11% of 
supplementary teachers and 22% of pre-school teachers did not 
attend at all at that age. A£ter age 13, even greater 
proportions received minimal or no Jewish education (figs. 2, 3; 
box 3) . 

One of the more startling findings is that many pre-school 
teachers are teaching Jewish subject matter to Jewish children-
but are not themselves Jews. overall, 10% of the teachers in 
Jewish pre-schools are not Jewish. In one community, the figure 
is as high as 20%. 

Why is this the case? One pre-school director we interviewed 
shed light on the question: 

I have an opening for next year. I have a teacher leaving 
who is not Jewish. I'm interviewing three teachers, two of 
whom are Jewish ; one of whom is not. And to be frank with 
you ... I should hire one (who is] ... Jewish. Unfortunately, 
of the three people I am interviewing, the non-Jewish 
teacher is the best teacher in terms of what she can do in 
the classroom. So it creates a real problem. 

In this instance, the Jewish candidates were better versed in 
Jewish content and were Jewish role models, but the non-Jewish 
applicant was more skilled as an educator, and that consideration 
carried more weight. Many pre-school directors described a 
shortage of qualified Jewish teachers. 

cumnl--
ooes A in-service training compensate for background deficiencies? 



No. Most teachers attend very few in-service programs such as 
workshops each year. Close to 80% of all teachers were required 
to attend at least one workshop during a two-year period. Of 
these teachers, around half a ttended no more than four workshops 
over a two- year time span. 

Pre-school teachers: These teachers typically attended 6 or 7 
workshops in a two-year period, which is more than teac hers in 
other Jewish settings (~ig. 4) . Most pre- schools are licensed by 
the state, and tea chers receive profes sional developme nt a s 
required by state standards. Given the minimal backgrounds of 
many of these teachers in both Judaica and education , however, it 
is appropria te to ask whether in Jewis h settings the requirements 
should exceed state standards, which are aimed at teachers who 
have already had professional training. 

Day school teachers : Al though s t ate r equir ements apply to 
general studies teachers i n d ay school s, J udaica t eachers are not 
bound by state standards . We found l ittle eviden c e of sustained 
professional deve l opment among t h e day s c h ool t eachers we 
surveyed. On avera ge, those who wer e required t o attend 
workshops did s o a bout 3 . 8 times every 2 years -- or les s than 2 
workshops a year . 

How does this compare to sec ular standards? In Wis cons in, for 
example, teachers are required to attend 180 hours of workshops 
over a five- year period to maintain t h e ir t eaching licens e . Day 
school teachers in our study engaged i n about 29 hours of 
workshops over a five-year period (assuming a t ypical workshop 
las ts 3 hours). This is less than one-sixth of the requirement 
for state-li cense d teachers in Wi scons in . (Despite variations 
among states in our study, we found little difference across 
c ommuniti es in t he extent of professional development among day 
school teachers .) 

Professional development for Jewish educators is not only a 
matter of making up f or d e ficiencies . I t is a l s o a means of 
renewal and growth, s ometh ing that i s imperative for all 
teac hers. Even t hos e who are wel l prepa r e d f or t heir positions 
must hav e opportunities to keep abreast of the field, to learn 
excit ing new ideas, and to be invigorated by contact with other 
educators. Sinc e most day s c hool teachers have incomplete 
professional preparation, the scarcity o f in-serv ice is an even 
more pressing matter. 

S upplementary school teacher s : The se teache rs reported slightly 
higher a v erage workshop attendanc e , about 4 . 4 sessions in a two
year period. But sinc e most supplementary s c hool teachers had 
little or no formal Jewish tra ining after bar / bat mitzvah, and 
only about 50% are trained as educators, the c urrent status of 
professional development for thes e teachers is of serious 
concern . Even those who teac h only a few hours eac h week can be 
nurtured to dev elop as educators through a long-term program of 
lea rning. 



Summary: Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee offer a number of 
valuable in- service opportunities for their teachers. All three 
communities have city- wide teacher conventions, and all three 
offer some form of incentive for professional development. 
Still, in-service education tends to be infrequent and haphazard, 
particularly for day and supplementary school teachers. At best, 
workshops are isolated events, lacking the continuity of an 
overall system and plan for professional development. Veteran 
and beginning teachers may be offered the same workshops; 
teachers of strong Judaic content but little pedagogic training 
may be offered the same opportunities as teachers with strong 
backgrounds in general education but little Judaica . 

[The likelihood of changing this picture in the future] depends to 
an important extent on teachers' willingness to participate in 
professional development. Hence, the study of educators examined 
teachers' commitment to Jewish education . 

Are teachers in Jewish schools committed to Jewish education? 

Yes. Almost 60% of the teachers view Jewish education as their 
career. Even among part-time teachers (those teaching fewer than 
30 hours a week), half described Jewish education as their career 
(fig. 5 ). In supplementary schools, where almost no teachers are 
full-time educators , 44% consider Jewish education their career. 

There is considerable stability in the teaching force as well. 
Thirty-eight percent of the teachers have taught for more than 10 
years, while only 6% were in their first year as Jewish educators 
when they responded to the survey (table 3). Sixty- six percent 
intend to continue teaching in their same positions , and only 6% 
plan to seek positions outside Jewish education in the near 
future (box 4). 

What do these findings mean, and what can we do? 

Almost 80% of the teachers we surveyed lacked professional 
training in education, Jewish content -- or both. A substantial 
minority of teachers received scant Jewish education even as 
children. Yet the teachers have relatively little in-service 
training, far less than what is commonly expected of state
licensed teachers. 

Our findings in day schools are particularly ironic. Although 
children in these schools study both general and Jewish subjects, 
the special mission of these schools is to teach Judaism. Yet 
the day schools hold their teachers of Judaica to lower standards 
than their general studies teachers. 

Pre-schools provide more staff development, but the teachers are 
the least prepared in Jewish content when they enter their 
positions. Indeed, an important minority are not Jewish. 
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Supplementary schools are staffed by many teachers with training 
in education, but limited background in Jewish content. In
service opportunities exit, but they are infrequent and lack 
continuity. 

And yet, in all settings, teachers are strongly devoted to Jewish 
education. They are enthusiastic and committed to the intrinsic 
rewards of working with children and making a contribution to the 
Jewish people. The commitment they exhibited means that it would 
be well worth investing in their professional development to 
improve their knowledge and skills. 

Each of the lead communities -- Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee 
-- is devising a comprehensive plan to improve the caliber of its 
Jewish educators. We hope that other communities will be 
stimulated to take a close look at their teaching personnel, and 
work out action plans to suit their contexts. 

The solution to the problem must be continental as well as local. 
Communities need help from the major Jewish movements and their 
affiliated seminaries and colleges, and from other institutions 
of Jewish higher learning in North America. What resources are 
available to promote in-service education--in personnel and 
expertise as well as in dollars? What should be the content of 
in-service education for different kinds of schools? What 
standards for professional development should be advocated? What 
creative ways can be found to enhance the professional growth of 
all Jewish educators? 

These challenges in building the profession of Jewish education 
require new partnerships and renewed commitment. (I MADE THIS UP, 
AND WE NEED MORE.] 

[CONCLUSION IS BOTH VERY IMPORTANT AND VERY WEAK RIGHT NOW. THERE 
IS NOT AN ANSWER TO "WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT IT?"] 

It is not your responsibility to complete the task, but neither 
are you free to desist from it. 

--Pirke Avot 

[I WOULDN'T MIND A NEW QUOTE.] 

Text for Box 1: 
Box 1. About the Jewish educators of Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee. 

Teachers in the Jewish schools of the lead communities are 
predominantly female (84%) and American born (86%). Only 7% were 
born in Israel and less than 1% each are from Russia, Germany , 
England, and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are married. The 
teachers identify with a variety of Jewish religious movements. 
Thirty-two percent are orthodox, and 8% call themselves 



traditional. One quarter identify with the Conservative 
movement, 31% see themselves as Reform, and the remaining 4% list 
Reconstructionist and other preferences. One-quarter work full 
time in Jewish education (i.e . they reported teaching 30 h ours 
per week or more), and about one-fifth work in more than one 
school. 

Text for Box 2: 
Box 2. About the study of educators. 

The CIJE study of educators was coordinated by the Monitoring, 
Evaluation, and Feedback (MEF) team of the CIJE. It involved a 
survey of nearly all the formal Jewish educators in the 
community, and a series of in-depth interviews with a more 
limited sample of educators . The survey form was adapted from 
previous surveys of Jewish educators, with many questions adapted 
from the Los Angeles Teacher Survey. The interview questions 
were designed by the MEF team. Interviews were conducted with 
teachers in pre-schools, supplementary schools, and day schools, 
as well as education directors and educators at central agencies 
and institutions of Jewish higher learning. In total, 126 
educators were interviewed, generally for one to two hours. CIJE 
field researchers conducted and analyzed the interviews. 

The survey was administered in spring 1993 or fall 1994 to all 
Judaic and Hebrew teachers at all Jewish day schools, 
congregational schools, and pre-school programs in the three 
communities. Day school teachers of secular subjects were not 
included. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who teach Judaica were 
included. Lead Community project directors in each community 
coordinated the survey administration . Teachers completed the 
questionnaires and returned them at their schools . (Some 
teachers who did not receive a survey form at school were mailed 
a form and a self-addressed envelope, and returned their forms by 
mail.) Over eighty percent of the teachers in each community 
filled out and returned the questionnaire, for a total of almost 
1000 respondents. (A different form was administered to 
education directors, but those data have yet to be analyzed.) 

The questionnaire form and the interview protocols will be 
available for public distribution in 1995. Contact: Nessa 
Rappoport, CIJE, 15 E. 26th St., Room 1010, New York, NY 10010-
1579. 

This Research Brief was prepared by the CIJE MEF team: Adam 
Gamoran, Ellen Goldring, Roberta Louis Goodman, Bill Robinson, 
and Julie Tammivaara. The authors are grateful for suggestions 
from CIJE staff, the MEF advisory board, and Lead Community 
participants. They are especially thankful to the Jewish 
educators who participated in the study. 



Future research reports are in preparation, covering such topics 
as career opportunities , salaries, benefits, recruitment , and so 
on . 

Text for Box 3 : 

Box 3 . According to "Highlights of the CJF 1990 National Jewish 
Population Survey," by Dr. Barry Kosmin and colleagues, 22 % of 
men and 38% of women who identify as Jews received no Jewish 
education as children. By contrast, only 10% of the teachers in 
Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee were not formally educated as 
Jews in childhood. 

Text for Box 4: 
Box 4 . Te c hnical notes. 
In total, 983 teac hers responded out of a total population of 
?1180? in the three communities . In general, we avoided sampling 
inferences (e.g., t-tests) because we are analyzing population 
figures, not samples. Respondents include 301 day school 
teachers, 384 supplementary school teachers, and 291 pre-school 
teachers. Teachers who work at more than one type of setting 
were categorized according to the setting (day school, 
supplementary school, or pre- school) at which they teach the most 
hours (or at the setting they listed first if hours were the same 
for two types of settings). Each teacher is counted only once. 
If teachers were counted in all the settings in which they teach, 
the results would look about the same , except that supplementary 
school teachers wou ld look more l ike day school teachers, because 
61 day school teachers also work in supplementary schools . 

Missing responses were excluded from calculations of percentages. 
Generally, less than 5% of responses were missing for any one 
item. An exception was the question about certification in 
Jewish education. In at least one community, many teachers left 
this blank , apparently because they were not sure what it meant. 
On the assumption that teachers who did not know what 
certification was were not certified, we present the percentage 
who said they were certified out of the total who returned the 
survey forms, not out of the total who responded to this item. 



FROM: INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu, INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu 
TO: (unknown), 73321,1217 

(unknown), 73321, 1220 
(unknown), 74671,3370 

DATE: 10/7/94 9:53 AM 

Re: Re: Policy brief and telecon 

Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Received: from robin.ssc.wisc.edu by dub-img-2.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id JAA03377; Fri, 7 Oct 1994 09:49:24 -0400 
From: <GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Received: from ssc.wisc.edu by ssc.wisc.edu (PMDF V4.3-7 #6454) 
id <01HHZMOHJZ3GATK690@ssc.wisc.edu>; Fri, 7 Oct 1994 08:50:03 CST 

Date: Fri, 07 Oct 1994 08:50:03 -0600 (CST) 
Subject: Re: Policy brief and telecon 
To: ANNETTE%HUJIVMS.BITNET@age.ssc.wisc.edu 
Cc: GOLDRIEB@ctrvax. Vanderbilt.Edu, 7332 l.1220@compuserve.com, 

7332l.1217@compuserve.com, 7467l.3370@compuserve.com 
Message-id: <0 1HHZMOHK.8R2ATK690@ssc.wisc.edu> 
X-VMS-To: IN¾"ANNETTE@HUJIVMS.BITNET" 
X-VMS-Cc: ELLEN, BARRY, GAil,, ALAN, NESSA 
MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCIT 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT 

Annette, 

I forwarded your message around and we will try to set up the call, although 
coordinating schedules on Sunday may be difficult. Let me take this 
opportunity to give you an update. First, we've been working hard, under 
Nessa's guidance, on making exactly the revisions you suggest -- shortening 
the text and making it readable by a general audience. I think we're 
making some progress on that front. 

Second, the presentation at the CIJE board went extremely well. There were 
many positive comments from board members. However, some perceptively 
expressed the concern that for the presentation at the GA, the story needs 
to be told somewhat differently. Although the Jewish community responds 
to crisis ( and we're trying to show this is a crisis), we respond when 
some hope is held out that the situation can be improved. Thus, for the 
oral presentation, we're thinking of offering some testimony that teachers 
CAN grow professionally and when they do, it DOES make a difference in the 
classroom. This might be delivered by me, or by a speaker to follow me in 
the GA forum. 



Your input on this is welcome. 

Adam 



TO: adam, internet:gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 

Re: Sunday's Telecon 

Dear Adam: 

We're a bit confused. 11:00 am central time is not 10:00 am NY time: it's 12:00 pm. That's 
ok with us but please confirm that you mean 12:00 pm on Sunday for this call. (We assume it 
will last no more than 2 hours.) We will arrange the call when everything is confirmed. 

Thanks, 

Nessa and Gail 



Date: October 7, 1994 

To: Alan, Barry, Gail, Nessa 

From: Robin 

Re: Telecon With Annette this Sunday 

I just received a phone call from Adam Gamoran regarding an E-mail message from Annette. 
She would like to set up a Telecon with all of you, Ellen, and Adam this Sunday between 
5:15 pm - 7:00 pm her time. She would like to know if this is possible and if y'all on this end 
could set it up. Adam forwarded her message to all your accounts. Please let me know your 
responses and any other details so that I can send a message to Adam ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Robin 



FROM: Annette Hochstein, 10027 4,174 5 
Gamoran, INTERNET:Gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Gail Dorph, 73321, 1217 

TO: 
CC: 

Ellen Goldring, INTERNET:goldrieb@ctrvax .vanderbilt.edu 
Alan Hoffmann, 73321,1220 

DATE: 10/7/94 10:59 AM 

Re: Policy Brief GA 

Hello to all, 

Please give copy to Nessa and anyone else who wants to read but isn1t 
in my home list. Thanks!] 

**************************** 

We read the document with great interest and believe 
that it contains all the the elements necessary for 
drafting the policy brief. However we beleive that 
it requires too much 
discrimination among the various data points 
and arguments 
to get the point across to busy GA attendents. 
Therefore the suggestions 
below are only geared at the translation of that 
document into a product for the GA. We hope they 
are useful for Nessa. 

Two guiding questions and approaches to these 
informed our thinking: 

I .what should be the message: 

a. the bad news about teachers, their preparation and 
in-service training 
b . the good news about potential for improvement 
c. something can be done about the situation: 
operational suggestions that lead to suggestions 
for possible action 

(perhaps points a) and b) should be in reversed 



order) 

2. how should the document be crafted if we want 
to maximize the chances for promoting discussion 
and then action? 

a. we think a short and hard-hitting document. 
Perhaps 2-4 pages of easily accessible design, with 
highlighted main points, brief textual-contextual 
paragraphs, any information, background, supporting 
data in appendix form. 
b. key points should be few and easily memorizable 

c. key points should be highlighted 
d. the minimum necessary context could be offered 
with each key point 
e. additional inormation should be appended, added 
as exhibit, etc.(e.g., who is the CUE, what is MEF, 
how was research conducted) 

To illustrate, here is a sampling of points one might 
use to give the message: (mostly direct quotes 
lifted from the document or variations on them): 

a) the score: 

The overall picture is a rich and diverse one. 
Nonetheless it brings home an unavoidable 
conclusion: the teaching force is in 
serious need of improvement. 

* * * * Almost four fifth of the teachers we surveyed 
lacked solid background in Jewish studies, or 
professional training in education, or both. 

**** 30% of the teachers are untrained: they lack 
professional traning in both education and Judaica. 

**** Only 40% of days-school teachers are certified 
as Jewish educators 

**** More than one third of supplementary school 
teachers and over 60% of pre-school teachers 
attended religious school once weekly or less 
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before age 13. After age 13 the proportion who 
recieved minimal or no Jewish education is even 
greater 
(needs language editing) 
**** About 10% of teachers in Jewish pre-schools are 
not Jewish. In one community the figure is as high 
as 20%. 

* * * * In-service training, which might help 
remedy these deficiencies is infrequent and 
haphazard, particularly in days-schools and 
supplementary schools 

Even at best workshops are isolated events, lacking 
the continuity of an overall system and plan 
for professional development 

The teachers in our survey went on average to 
two workshops per year. If a typical workshop 
lasts 3 hours it is clear that shortages in 
subject matter and pedagogic background 
cannot be remedied by current in-service 
training practices. 

b) the good news: something can be done 
-- because of the commitment of the teachers 

**** Most teachers are strongly committed to 
Jewish education and intend to remain in their 
positions. Therefore investment in Jewish 
teachers is likely to pay off. 

Almost 60% of the teachers said that Jewish 
education is their career 

-- because there are models in general and in Israeli 
education for training, for in-service training 

-- because of the will to dedicate resources 

c )what can be done? 

The Jewish Community of North America will need 



to decide how to address these challenges. 

* What resources are available to promote 
in-service education - institutions, faculty, 
fiancial support 

* What should be the content of in-service education 
for different types of school? 

* What standards for professional development should 
be advocated? 

* What creative ways can be found to enhance the 
professional growth of all Jewish educators? 

etc. 

A few additional points regarding the document 
itself - editorial and other: 
There are some points of nomenclature and 

language that could be clarified or made 
consistent: 

* Judaica, Jewish studies? 
* Secular education - general education? 
* teacher's institute = Jewish teacher's institute 
* Degree of Jewish studies from insitutions of Higher 
Jewish Learning (does this include places like 
Graetz? if not how does one refer to these?) 
* manpower? faculty; staff; human resources 

Page 1, end of first paragraph: preferable not to say 
why the three communities were selected ("for their 
dedication ... "). Other communities may contest the 
statement. Same true for the end of the next 
paragraph ("-- if anything teachers in the Lead 
Communities may have .. . "). Too contestable. 

Hope this is helpful. Should we have 
a telecon about the brief? 

Good luck and good inspiration, 



Shabbat Shalom, 

annette 



FROM: INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu, INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu 
TO: (unknown), 73321, 1217 

Nessa Rapoport, 74671,3370 
DATE: 10/10/94 2:19 AM 

Re: corrected numbers for box 4 

Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Received: from robin.ssc.wisc.edu by arl-img-1.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id CAA 18569; Mon, 10 Oct 1994 02: 18:05 -0400 
From: <GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Received: from ssc.wisc.edu by ssc.wisc.edu (PMDF V4.3-7 #6454) 
id <01Hl3D7XNDYOATK6Cl@ssc.wisc.edu>; Mon, 10 Oct 1994 01 :19:08 CST 

Date: Mon, 10 Oct 1994 01:19:08-0600 (CST) 
Subject: corrected numbers for box 4 
To: 74671.3370@compuserve.com, 73321.1217@compuserve.com 
Cc: GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu 
Message-id: <01 Hl3D7XPSRMATK6Cl@ssc.wisc.edu> 
X-VMS-To: NESSA, GAIL 
X-VMS-Cc: ELLEN 
MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: 7BIT 

Please note the following corrections for box 4 of the research brief 
(technical notes): 

total population of teachers = 1192 

respondents included: 302 day school teachers 
392 supplementary teachers 
289 pre-school teachers 

It occurs to me that boxes 1 and 3 are substantive; boxes 2 and 4 are 
methodological. You may want to place boxes 1 and 3 in the area of the 
main text, and move the material from boxes 2 and 4 to an appendix at the 
end in small print. 



FROM: INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu, INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu 
TO: gail dorph, 73321 ,1217 

(unknown), 7 4671 ,3370 
DATE: 10/10/94 10:41 AM 

Re: draft of overview 

Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Received: from robin.ssc.wisc.edu by arl-img-1.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id KAA00796; Mon, 10 Oct 1994 10:37:25 -0400 
From: <GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Received: from ssc.wisc.edu by ssc.wisc.edu (PMDF V4.3-7 #6454) 
id <01 Hl3UQV4FWWATK6CR@ssc.wisc.edu>; Mon, 10 Oct 1994 09:38:18 CST 

Date: Mon, 10 Oct 1994 09:38: 18 -0600 (CST) 
Subject: draft of overview 
To: 74671 .3370@compuserve.com, 73321.1217@compuserve.com 
Cc: GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu 
Message-id: <01 Hl3UQV6L2QATK6CR@ssc.wisc.edu> 
X-VMS-To: NESSA, GAIL 
X-VMS-Cc: ELLEN 
MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: ?BIT 

OVERVIEW 

A two-year study of formal Jewish educators in three communities 
provides a rich and diverse picture of teachers' preparation and 
development as educators. The study indicates that the teaching 
force is in serious need of improvement, and provides reason for 
optimism that such improvement can take place. 

Preparation for Teaching 

Most teachers are not professionally trained as Jewish educators. 
Only 21 % have a degree in education and in Jewish studies. 
Thirty percent of teachers do not have a degree in either 
education or Jewish studies. Even among day school teachers, 
only 40% are certified as Jewish educators. 

Ten percent of pre-school teachers are not Jewish. In one 
community the figure is as high as 20%. These figures pertain to 
teachers in Jewish schools teaching Jewish content. 

In-Service Training for Teachers 

In-service training, which could help remedy these deficiencies, 
is infrequent and haphazard, particularly in day schools and 
supplementary schools. Even the best teacher workshops are 
isolated events, not connected to one another as part of a 



comprehensive plan for professional development. 

Most teachers attended no more than four workshops during the 
previous two years. Pre-school teachers averaged six to seven 
workshops, supplementary teachers averaged between four and five, 
and day school teachers typically attended three or four 
workshops over a two-year period. 

Juxtaposing the lack of professional preparation alongside the 
infrequency of in-service training presents a striking picture of 
a system in need of reform. 

Teachers' Commitment to Jewish Education 

The study found that teachers are enthusiastic about teaching and 
comm itted to Jewish education. They enjoy the intrinsic rewards 
of working with children and contributing to the Jewish people. 

Almost 60% of all teachers, including 72% of full-time teachers 
and 54% of part-timers, view Jewish education as their career. 
Sixty-six percent of the teachers plan to remain in their current 
positions, and only 6% intend to leave Jewish education in the 
near future. Almost 40% of the teachers have taught for more 
than 10 years, and only 6% were in their first year of teaching 
when the study took place. 

A Time to Act 

Teachers' enthusiasm and commitment offer a great opportunity to 
improve on the problems of insufficient preparation. The time is 
ripe for new, comprehensive plans for teachers' professional 
development. The challenge for schools, communities, and North 
American Jewry, is to create opportunities and incentives that 
teachers can embrace. The challenge for teachers is to 
participate in designing and taking advantage of new 
opportunities for professional growth. 
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THEJEWISH 
THEOLOGICAL 
SEMINARY 
Of AMERICA 
3oaoBt0adway 
New York. NY 10027"4649 
(212) C,76,-8000 

FAX (212) 678-a947 

Departmc:nt of 
Educauon 
(212) 678-8028 
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October 12, 1994 

Or. Ellen Goldring 
Peabody College 
Vanderbilt University 
Box514 
Nashville, Tennessee 37207 

Dear Ellen: 

In your remarks at the CIJE meetitig on OctOber 5, 1994, you voiced your hope that 
Jewish educators and institutions which prepare Jewish educators would create visions 
and build programs imbued with Jewish souroes and values. Your comments suggest 
that this ts not currently the case. I recall that you made a similar remark at the Goals 
conference in Jerusalem. You'll be happy to )cnow that text-based courses, discussions of 
Jewish values and meaning are the comeratone of the curriculum we offer our students at 
the Seminary, and this approach is one shared by my colleagues in the other schools of 
higher learning in Jewish education. 

Writing as Chairman and President of The Association of Institutions of Higher Leaming 
for Jewish E:ducation, I invite you to visit our constitUent institutions. Please request our 
bulletins, look at our course descriptions and syllabi, built on the very premise you 
advocate: that Jewish education must be qualltatively different from secular education. 

It would be most unfortun~te if those participating in CIJE fl.lnctions and seminars came 
away with the misimpression that our schools and lnstitUtions of higher learning are not 
imbued with Jewish study and by implication, do not share visions infonned by Jewish 
learning. Your wish is already a reality. Do take me up on my offer. My colleagues and I 
are very proud of our accomplishments in this regard. 

AD:gm 
cc: Alan Hoffman 



Subject: RE: policy brief 
Date: 20- 0ct-94 at 17:04 
From: INTERNET :gamoran@ssc.wisc .edu, INTERNET : gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 

To: Gail Dorph,73321,1217 

Sender : gamoran@ssc.wisc . edu 
Received: from eunice . ssc.wisc.edu by dub- img- 1.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sa 

id QAA04709; Thu, 20 Oct 1994 16:56:29 - 0400 
From: <gamoran@ssc . wisc . edu> ~ 
Received: from GAMO.DECnet MAILllD V3 by eunice .ssc.wisc .e_d
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id AA06143 ; 5 .65 /42; Thu~ 20 Oct 1994 15:52 : 22 
Date: Thu , 20 Oct 1 994 15:52:22 -0500 
Message-Id: <9410202052.AA06143@eunice . ssc . wisc.edu> ,(' 
To : " 73321. 1217@compuserve . com" @ssc. wise . edu . \: J>,; ,{;-
Cc: ELLEN@ssc . wisc . edu, BILL@ssc.wisc.edu "\~~ .~ 

0 Subject : RE: policy brief ·f; ~ 

(Bill, please confirm that this is the right answer): ' 
Those who have education degrees number 54% . When the full three- way 
cross-tabs of educ degree by Jewish studies degree by Jewish ed certif 
is done, 60% percent have educ degrees. The reason for the discrepancy 
is that some folks have missing data on Jewish studies majors, and when 
they are dropped from the 3-way crosstabs, the proportion with education 
degrees rises to 60%. 

We should probably say something about this in the technical notes; others 
will raise the same question. 

Subject: RE: policy brief 
Date : 20- 0ct- 94 at 17 : 04 
From: INTERNET : gamoran@ssc .wisc . edu, INTERNET : gamoran@ssc . wisc.edu 

To: Gail Dorph,73321,1217 

Sender: gamoran@ssc . wisc.edu 
Received : from eunice.ssc.wisc .edu by dub-img-1 . compuserve .com (8 . 6 . 4/5 . 940406sa 

id QAA04709; Thu, 20 Oct 1994 16:56:29 -0400 
From: <gamoran@ssc . wisc.edu> 
Received: from GAMO.DECnet MAILllD V3 by eunice . ssc . wisc . edu ; 

id AA06143; 5 . 65/42 ; Thu~ 20 Oct 1994 15 : 52:22 - 0500 
Date : Thu, 20 Oct 1994 15: 52 : 22 - 0500 
Message-Id: <9410202052.AA06143@eunice.ssc.wisc.edu> 
To : " 7332l .l217@compuserve . com" @ssc . wisc.edu 
Cc: ELLEN@ssc.wisc.edu, BILL@ssc . wisc.edu 
Subject: RE: policy brief 

(Bill, please confirm that this is the right answer): 

Those who have education degrees number 54% . When the full three- way 
cross- tabs of educ degree by Jewish studies degree by Jewish ed certif 
is done, 60% percent h ave educ degrees. The reason for the discrepancy 
is that some folks have missing data on Jewish studies majors, and when 
they are dropped from the 3-way crosstabs, the proportion with education 
degrees rises to 60%. 



TO: Adam, internet:gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 

Re: policy brief 

hi adam. you and I had a communication about the numbers of those with education degrees 
etc (oct. 20). I understood your response. I thought that you were going to insert some 
clarifying note in some box that would explain it to others who might do their math as I had. 
When I went over nessa's version today based on her conversation with you, this issue did 
not appear. did you decide against including it or did you forget to include it when you spoke 
to her? gail 
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~,111 -tlr·,0ks '.I-- -tuvAJ( ufvpJ Overview 

~ 
A maJor new study otfclassroo~Jewish educators in three North American communities offers a 
strikin~ assessment ofleachers' preparation and professional development in day schooP, pre- @ 
schooµ, and supplementary schoot's©tt-mgs?"'@ 

Almost 80% of the teachers surveyed lacked professional training in either education, Judaica--or 
both. Yet teachers receive little in-service training to overcome their lack of background, far less 
than is commonly expected of~ li~ense~teachers in general education. 

1w1, 4 J()d.>10 * ,.,\t.u J,,w., ru.&.w o ?';?' 11 ),t<-~ = CJ-vF v JcwitA ~ yJ" "' ?~ 11~ JJ;.J 
In day schools, teachers of Judaica have much less bafkground as well as less in-service training 
in their subject areas than general studies teachers in the same schools. Only 40% of those @ -felt sfnf)!ty 
teaching Jewish content are certified as Jewish educators. 13;;~1-

~ ~ 
In supplementary schools'480% of the teachers lack advanced degrees or certification in Judaica. ~ tkv 
Almost 30% had no Jewish schooling after the age of 13. In-service opportunities are infrequent ~ 'n ·«AJ1c 
and usually not connected to each other in a comprehensive plan for professional development. lj; J.. ~"J?x,J 

\.!3/ll~-
Pre-school teachers are the least prepared in Jewish content when they enter their positions. ~ · 
Although early childhood educators have more,,1Jpf development opportunities because of state-
mandated licensing requirements,;the...mb.Jo'R'ty 'or these opportunities are in education rather than 
in Judaica and Jewish education. i,;;cn percent ofthcsc teachers are not Jewish; in one community 
the figure is as high as 20%. L &Mi ~ """ n,d '>Jfwf1 ~..J;: /.<.Y ~ ~- ] 

And yet, in all settings, the study shows that teachers are strongly committed to Jewish education 
as a career. They are enthusiastic and devoted to working with children and to contributing to the 
Jewish people. 

This finding is a compelling argument for addressing a central problem identified by the study: 
the insufficient preparation of teachers. Research in the field of education confirms that carefully 
crafted in-service training can indeed improve the quality of teaching. 

Given the commitment of the teaching force in Jewish schools, investment in well-designed 
professional development for teachers can make a decisive difference, yielding rich rewards for 
the entire North American Jewish community. 
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The Jewish community of North America is facing a crisis of major proportions. Large number 
of Jews have lost interest in Jewish values, ideals, and behavior. The responsibility for 

developing Jewish identity and instilling a commitment to Judaism ... now rests primarily with 
education. 

--A Time to Act 

In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America released A Time to 
Act, a report calling for dramatic change in the scope, standards, and quality of Jewish education 
on this continent. It concluded that the revitalization of Jewish education--whatever the setting 
or age group--will depend on two vital strategic tasks: building the profession of Jewish 
education; and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. The Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) was established to implement the Commission's 
conclusions. 

Since 1992, CUE has been working with three communities--Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee--to create models of systemic change at the local level. A central tenet of CIJE is that 
policy decisions in education must be informed by solid data. These communities boldly engaged 
in a pioneering, comprehensive study of their educatiol}at"ffrsonnel in day schools, 
supplementary schools, and pre-schools. All the educatteWdirectors [AD/EL: WHAT SHOULD 
BE THE TERM THROUGHOUT : "EDUCATION DIRECTOR," per your box, OR 
"EDUCATION.@DIRECTOR"?] and~lassroo~ teachers were included in the survey, and a 
sample of each was interviewed in depth. The goal: To create a communal plan of action to 
build the profession of Jewish education in each community and thereby develop a model for 
North American Jewish communitie!{91 G wish to embark on this process. 

9i1;r ~ 

Two years later, the init esults of this study are illuminating not only for the three 
communities but ~ 1:1 y as a catalyst for reexamining the personnel of Jewish education 
throughout North America. Despite the differences among these communities, the findings in 
each are so sirnilar\ihat we believe the profile of Jewish educators offered by the study is likely to f//t,, ·£ut: 
resemble those of most other communit~) E-A--Fead-i-ag-G.f:.th~GSton~ -ami,and-P.hi-ladelphi~ ~/;)"i,
studies-lends-credence-to-this-hypothesis.) [PLEASE REVIEW WORJ;)ING FROM "DESPITE": PtJ Jt"1w1~ 

CAN IT BE MORE PRECISE?] }Lu Anjdu @) rtvitw jfiv, 

,..---~ ,r,t,:;;,. 
This policy brief summarizes the study's findings in a critical area: the background and ~ 
professional training of teachers in Jewish schools (box 1). 

Qv Are teachers in Jewish schools trained as Jewish educators? 

Most are not. The survey indicates that only 21 % were trained as Jewish educators, with a 
university or teacher's institute degree in educati~ well i s a college or seminary degree in 
Jewish stuclies}r additional 39% are..pru:tial½r--Wed;-wi-ta ~aegree in education but not 
Judaica. Ten p ( cent of the teachers have a degree in Jewish stucli~ ~t not in education. The 
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remaining 30% of teachers a:re7l:1'ltrain€r,i'ac~ rmal professional training in 6'~?education (hd., 
a6r Judaica (fig. 1). [AD/EL: PLEASE REVIEW THESE FIGURES FOR BOTH ACCURACY 

AND CLARITY] 

,., ( cf. rewrd r1t11 .. qvufio1J) d: @) 
~ q Does the teachers' trainingAdiffer acco · ~nal setting? CupbcfJom<., CJ 5, (#VJIMJ ~J 

Training in education: About half the teachers in each setting (pre-schoo~ ols, and 
supplementary schools) reported university degrees in education (table 1). An additional 15% to 
19% of pre-school and day school teachers have education degrees from teacher's institutes, as do 
6% of supplementary school teachers. These institutes are usually one- or two-year programs in 

lieu of university study. ~ 
-7 

Training in Jewish studies: Day school teachers of Ju aica are more likely than teachers in other 
settings to have post-secondary training in Jewish sty ies. Still, only 40% percent of day school 
Judaica teachers are certified as Jewish educators; 3$% have a degree in Jewish studies from a 
college, graduate school, or rabbinic seminary (table 2). In supplementary and pre-schools, the 
proportions are much sm~ .~ver2t, ar~und ~0~0f al~~cI;,eis lac~ ~g,vanc€d d_egrees and 
[~/17<ffi--':(HIS "~ D" ~~RY?] certitl'Gatlon m Judru.ca, and even m the day schools 60% 

ch groti)lding. (Nv,11,, ,,t{ .1,,, !~ , ,1,_, , J ,>., ., «•hAo,., ,. J cJ.s ,,,; ,.,, ,, J» ,d,,.& "7 
A""'4J ,JI lc~J."3, J,·x:~ t)li', ,uz;, f'd ) i/tj, 11 ,.,i,,..._ CQ1).. /.,,.,. ,.J✓J. in,111-y~ 

What Jewish education did the teachers receive as children? ~ '" /f.m 
Sl<':f,0 L , 1,_ lft,T-

Almost all the teachers received some Jewish education as children, but for many their education 
was minimal. Before age 13, 25% percent of supplementary school teachers and 40% of pre
school teachers attended religious school only once a week; 11 % of supplementary teachers and 
22% of pre-school teachers did not attend at all. After age 13, even greater proportions received 
minimal or no Jewish education (figs. 2, 3; box 3). 

~ 

One of the more startling findings is that many pre-school teachers are teaching Jewish subject 
matter to Jewish children--but are not themselves Jews. Overall, 10% of the teachers in Je~ish y__/ 
pre-schools are not Jewish. In one community, the figure is as high as 20%. ~~ 

~
9 

__ _.J:.I•HS-BE-t 8o/ci'?'] 

Why is this the case? One pre-school director we interviewed shed light on the question: 

I have an opening for next year. I have a teacher leaving who is not Jewish. I'm 
interviewing three teachers, two of whom are Jewish, one of whom is not. And to be 
frank with you .. .! should hire one [who is] ... Jewish. Unfortunately, of the three people I 
am interviewing, the non-Jewish teacher is the best teacher in terms of what she can do in 
the classroom. So it creates a real problem. 

In this instance, the Jewish candidates were better versed in Jewish content and were Jewish role 
models, but the non-Jewish applicant was more \~ as an educator, and that consideration 

s{d/J 
3 
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carried more weight. Many pre-school directors described an acute shortage of qualified Jewish 
teacher~ with-appropriate-training-in-education:-' 

Do present levels of in-service training compensate for background deficiencies? 

{;:./J/2~ fC!Tuil--
No. Most teachers attend very few in-service programs each year. Gles~ !l/4 of all teachers 
were required to attend at least one workshop during a two-year period. Of these teachers, 
around half att~ ded no more than four workshops over a two-year time span. (A workshop G)I) 

range~ m a ~ -hour session to a one-day program.) 

Pre-school teachers: These teachers typically attended 6 or 7 workshops in a two-year period, 
which is more than teachers in other Jewish settings (fig. 4). Most pre-schools are licensed by 
the state, and teachers are required to participate in state-mandated professional development. 
Given the minimal background of many of these teachers in Judaica, however, present levels of 
in-service training are not sufficient. 

Day school teachers: Although state requirements apply to general studies teachers in day 
schools, Judaica teachers are not bound by state standards. We found little evidence of sustained 
professional development among the day school teachers we surveyed. On average, those who 
were required to attend workshops did so about 3.8 times every 2 years -- or less than 2 
workshops a year. 

How does this compare to standards in public education? In Wisconsin, for example, teachers 
are required to attend 180 hours of workshops over a five-year period to maintain their teaching 
license. Day school teachers in our study engaged in about 29 hours of workshops over a five
year period (assuming a typical worksho_p l~ts 3 hours). This is less than one-sixth of the 
requirement for state-license~me1e'achers in Wisconsin. (Despite variations among states 
in our study, we found little difference across communities in the extent of professional 
development among day school teachers.) 

eT~ ~fl/> ~JM.> I/V'ltJ,IM ~ U!T¥v..v,1M,,, II/. ~ );~J-;.) 
Supplementa,y school teache~ ese teachers rep rted sli.ghtcylligh&-1<verage"/wer-ks-h()JJ A\_ 
~ ce,-a-bout 4.4 sessio~ ma two-year period. But since most supplementary school (__SJ 
teachers had little or no formal Jewish training after bar/bat mitzvah, and only about 50% are 
trained as educators, the current status of professional development for these teachers is of 
pressing concern. Even those who teach only a few hours each week can be nurtured to develop 
as educators through a sustained, sequential program of learning. 

Summary: Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee offer a number ofvalus!_b).e-~ rvice 
opportunities for their teachers. All three communities have ~~fo1utf-Wa~~ly),.teacher 
conventions{hel~i.ty~ and all three offer some form of incentive \ or prof6ssional 
development~ l, in-service education ten~ to be infrequent and ~hazard, particularly for 
day and supplementary school teachers. £¥en WGFksh~es'" are isolated events, lacking 
the continuity of an overall system and plan f~r professional development. ~ and 

y f.\lVl ~ L.~, l 
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~ n°\J,cc. txJwJ 
be~g teachers may be offered the same workshops; teachers with a strong background 
in Judaica but little training in education will often be offered the same opportunities as teachers 
with strong backgrounds in education but little Judaica. 

How will change take place? An important factor will be the teachers' willingness to participate 
in professional development. Hencet e study of educators examined teachers' commitment to 
Jewish education. 

Are teachers in Jewish schools committed to the profession of Jewish education? 

(0§ 
Yes. Almost 60% of the teachers view Jewish educatwn as their career. Even among part-time 
teachers (those teaching fewer than 30 hours a week),lhalf described Jewish education as their 
career (fig. 5). In supplementary schools, where almot no teachers are full-time educators, 44% 
consider Jewish education their career. 

There is also considerable stability in the teaching force. Thirty-eight percent of the teachers have 
taught for more than 10 years, while only 6% were in their first year as Jewish educators when 
they responded to the survey (table 3). Sixty-~ercent intend to continue teaching in their 
same positions, and only 6% plan to seek position~ outside Jewish education in the near future. 

(§ EJ~ 
A Plan for Action 

In Communities: 
dc,<h1"J pc!Jl)Mcl _.., 

How can a community design a comprehensive plan to improve its t-eac ers. 

1. Like Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, a community can profile its teachers and educatio~ 
directors to learn precisely where their ~trengths lie and which areas need improvement. The 
CIJEJ~ducators"-Sl:lf-Ve-:)f module will \~~~lable for this purpose dtlfing--1995. 

1JJfvJy uf o/ ~ 111 

2. A community can then tailor a plan to meet the specific needs of its own educators. Such a 
plan should take into account: 

a. Content: The plan should address the content needs of individual teachers in 
education, Jewish studies, and in the integration of the two. 

b. Differentiation: The plan should address the distinct needs of novice and veteran 
teachers; the different ages and affiliations of students; and the various settings in · ch 
classroom education takes place--day schools,l,re-schools (including those in JCCs), and 
Sl:lf)f)~mentacy.-sGhGoEr. 'filff tlwih'/) y// Jtf,wJ, - . 

c. Systematic Training Opportunities: One-shot workshops do not change teachers or 
teaching. Rather, seminars, courses, and retreats--linked to carefully articulated requirements, 
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goals, and standards--should be offered in the context of a long-term, systematic plan for 
professional development. 

d. Community Incentives: Any plan should motivate teachers to be involved in 
substantive, ongoing in-service education. Community-sponsored incentives for teachers' 
professional development include stipends, release time, scholarships, and sabbatic~ s. 
Ultimately, professional development must be linked to salary and benefits. (OneNSon&.~{y, for 
example, bases its day school allocation on teacher certification and upgrading ra\ her than on the 
number of students.) 

Tr e. Re~ iv~ ~~) The plan should allow opportunities for teachers to learn from 
each other through mentor#!g, peer learning, and coaching.(Z\ plan should also include carefully ~-: Qk ~ 

9 4 teacher SUQervision"'V"with clear criteria for evaluationl (!J ~11 ~ J!> , 
f)(Jrd,.lrv..d ~ fj"'..J.,.. .J fu... ~ </ t 14-'- ro-' ,;-' en.,./,.h,/ ,~ (. Cv-l, ~A.J,._ 

f. Leadership/,fil\e plan should recognize what we have learned from educational 
research: The educattoo1furector is indispensable in creating a successful environment for 
teaching and learning. For teachers to implement change, they must be supported by leaders who 
can foster vision. These leaders must also be committed, knowledgeable, skilled--and engaged in 
their own professional development. In 1995, CIJE will release a policy brief on the background 
and professional training of the educatiow ectors H¼--{:}l:lf-S1:lrVey. nt/1! ~ (i;~fNl)1h,., i.+,- .j11NCfd • 

0 
g. Models of Success: The plan should take into account successful Jewish educational © 

practice. CIJE itself is engaged in a long-term project documenting examples of Best Practices in 'l · 
diverse educational setting~. The initial two Best Practices volumes focus on the supplementary p ~ 
school and on early childhood Jewish education. Volumes currently under preparation will 
examine Best Practices in the JCC setting and in Jewish camping. 

h E 1 . Th l h uld ak · · ti · · · · · · · /tl m.~l ~rnw) . va uat1on: e p an s o m e prov1s10n or morutormg ongomg rmtiat1ves, r '/ 
providing feedback to policy makers and participants, and evaluating outcomes. 

i. Compensation: The plan should make it possible for qualified teachers who wish to 
teach full-time to be able to do so and receive both salary and benefits commensurate with th~ir;~ 
educational background, years of experience, and ongoing professional development. (Severa~ 
communities have created the position of "community teacher;" which enables a teacher to work 
in more than one setting, holding the equivalent of a full-time position with the appropriate 
salary and benefits.) A future CIJE policy brief will focus on issues of salary and benefits for 
Jewish educators. 

J llif'/_ . _/ 
Most important, a-weH-..de~ e~ tmrfoO]:re profftss~onal development;Of Jewish eq._uc~tors~ 
C%llfilUQ,i.tyis not only a mafi~{l'redressm~ ~w lack of back§round. It is also a ~ d 

_ _..>J>mGe-ss illenewal and growth that is imperative for all pi:ef~ Si~lciis. Even those who are well 
prepared for their positions must have opportunities to keep abreast of the field, to learn exciting 
new ideas and techniques, and to be invigorated by contact with e-th.~duca-teFS.-f/ie,r u/lt'l1t.1-

emptv1crtrMf: 
e i ; Je7Jw ,~l.f)::\ • i -

/~ Jn d.«,.ari -,rv,)1,v, 

-~ 'J {n ~ J .;JJ V'/"-"""'"' 
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At the Continental Level 

l~d f 
As an ever-increasing umber of communities are engaged in the creation and implementation of 
their individual plans e major continental institutio~$) and organizations can begin to address 
professional development from their own vantage pomt. This effort should be spearheaded by 
those seminaries, colleges, and universities that offer degrees in Jewish education; by the 
denominational movements; and by those national organizations whose primary mission is 
Jewish education. 

In collaboration with communal efforts, such educational institutions and organizations should 
design their own plans to conceptualize in-service training elements for the field. They could also 
contribute to building the profession of Jewish education by: energetically recruiting candidates 
for careers in Jewish education; developing new sources of personnel; expanding training 
opportunities in North America and Israel; creating professional development opportunities for 
educational leaders; advocating improved salaries and benefits; making possible career tracks in 
Jewish education; and empowering educators to have an influence on the curriculum, teaching 
methods, and educational philosophy of the institutions in which they work. 

The Jewish people has survived and flourished because of a remarkable commitment to the 
centrality of teaching and learning. The North American Jewish community has continued this 
commitment, with the result that American Jews are among the most highly educated citizens in 
this country. We need to bring the same expectations to Jewish education as we do to general 
education, for the sake of the unique heritage we alone can transmit through our teachers to our 
children. 

(C) Copyright 1994, Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 

Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 
15 East 26th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10010 
Telephone: (212) 532-2360 

Fax: (212) 532-2646 
[Add logo] 

Text for Box 1: [next to text] 
Box 1. About the Jewish educators of Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee. 

Teachers in the Jewish schools of these communities are predominantly female (84%) and 
American-born (86%). Only 7% were born in Israel, and less than 1 % each are from Russia, 
Germany, England, and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are married. The teachers identify 
with a variety of Jewish religious denominations. Thirty-two percent are Orthodox, and 8% call 
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themselves aditional. Twenty-five percent identify with the Conservative movement; 31 % see 
s Reform; and the remaining 4% list Reconstructionist and other preferences. ~ \ 

Twenty-ti~ percent work full-ti.me in Jewish education (i.e., they reported teaching 30 hours per ~ 
week or more), and about 20% work in more than one school. 

Text for Box 2: [for appendix] 
Box 2. About the study of educators. el ;/ 

The CUE study of educators was coordinated by th; Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback 
(MEF) team of CIJE . It involved a survey of ooar-1 -aH-fA±),lE-b. WH-Y-NQ-T-.!!.A.LL!!.. the formal 
Jewish educators in the community, and a series of in-depth interviews with a more limited 
sample of educators. The survey form was adap~ d [WORD IS~~ c,WICE IN THIS 
SENTENCE] from previous surveys of Jewish educat-0 s, with ~<Iuestionsaciaptecl 

[MODIFIED?] from the Los An e.s-1:~r,..§.~y. ~ · :..'co~:,",_,,-t @ 
Stlf tmur? @Jl.J lvil~ . 

C,h(IJ{Jl'.'1 ~ 
The survey was administered in :Pring 1993 or fall 1994 to all Judaic and ebre eachers at all 
Jewish day schools, sengregatwRhl schools, and pre-school programs in the ee comm · ·eS:---.-_G 
General studies teachers in day schools were not included. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who · 
teach Judaica were included. Lead (ommunity project directors in each community coordinated 
the survey administration. Teachers completed the questionnaires and returned them at their 
schools. (Some teachers who did not receive a survey form at school were mailed a form and a 
self-addressed envelope, and returned their forms by mail.) Over 80% of the teachers in each 
community filled out and returned the questionnaire, for a total of almost 1000 respondents. (A 
cii£foi: . form [AD/EL: IS THIS "DIPPERENT FORM" CORRECT?] was administered to 

cation irectors; those data will be analyzed in a future report.) 
-;:i ! px; q<.1 svrv~y ir,,.. 
The interview questions were designed by the MEF team. Interviews were conduc! ith 
teachers in pre-schools, supplementary schools, and day schools, as well as educatio irectors 
and educators at central agencies and institutions of Jewish higher learning. In total, ~ ;.__-1: 

educators were interviewed, generally for one to two hours. CIJE field researchers conducted and 
analyzed the interviews. 

The questionnaire form and the interview protocols will be available for public distribution in 
1995. 

}5-~~ J}': f,-ihr Ste I f/\/e,)l°f~,1 fi,1,'1 ,S7Yliu UAIV' . .f l,U(•nJ,, -h>illr~ 

This policy briefwas;prepared by C,\-!f's MEF team:i\Adam Grup£f,,~Ellen Goldring, Roberta fM- ,f- fJv( Le,w 1 

Louis Goodman, Bill Robinson, anctJulie T ivaara ~ he authOFS' are grateful for suggestions Jln1< 1,c?~ 

from CIJE staff, the MEF advisory board, and ead(ommunit articipants. They are especially '!f:i't,,,i,..iy 
thankful to the Jewish educators .J o participated m the stucly. _____ ul'tjc rf-

/r,J hk,, l:n.111-,;r 
Um-1. , 

Text for Box 3: [next to text] h)o 
jtrndi. 
~ J(Jll?I> 

Box 3. According to "Highlights of the CJF 1990 National Je 
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Barry Kosmin and colleagues, 22% of men and 38% of women who identify as Jews received no 
Jewish education as children. In contrast, only 10% of the teachers in Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee were not formally educated as Jews in childhood. 

Text for Box 4: [for appendix] 

Box 4. Technical notes. 
In total, 983 teachers responded out of a total population of 1192 in the three communities. In 
general, we avoided sampling inferences (e.g., t-tests) because we are analyzing population 
figures, not samples. Respondents include 302 day school teachers, 392 supplementary school 
teachers, and 289 pre-school teachers. Teachers who work at more than one type of setting were 
categorized according to the setting ( day school, supplementary school, or pre-school) at which 
they teach the most hours ( or at the setting they listed first if hours were the same for two types 
of settings). Each teacher is counted only once. If teachers were counted in all the settings in 
which they teach, the results would look about the same, except that supplementary school 
teachers would look more like day school teachers, because 61 day school teachers also work in 
supplementary schools. 

Missing responses were excluded from calculations of percentages. Generally, less than 5% of 
responses were missing for ~ _pne item. An exception was the question about certification in 
Jewish education. In a-t--le-ast-ene communi~ many teachers left this blank, apparently because 
they were not sure what it meant. On the assumption that teachers who did not know what the 
term certification meant were not themselves certified, we present the percentage who said they 
were certified out of the total who returned the survey forms--not out of the total who responded 

to th~~~,:11· (@/EL: N0¥ATTE~ijOWI TRY TO CLARIFY THIS, LAJJ&R SENJE~£E, , 
IT'S ~!CUL WUNDE~SJ)'AND~O )V1f RF>41,J,Z~D /0 INCLUDE IT-?] -

fur~ ~ "'0; We ~ ,~ ~en -1-i>~ 
ul /1.lj~ 

t~ 
t~ 
'll,,,1 I +-
i U <J.:J 
~~~ 
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Friday Oct. 21, 1994 

TO: Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring 
CC: Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Mike Inbar 
FROM: Nessa Rapoport 

This final draft of the policy brief is the result of several complete revisions by each of us, which 
were then integrated into this version. I will need your feedback and specific suggestions by 
Monday noon to meet our very tight deadline. (Adam, I know you already have some minor 
changes, in addition to anything else this version engenders.) 

Please feel free to call me at any time ifthere are concerns or issues you feel need discussion-- on 
Sat. night or Sunday at (212) 873-8385, or at CIJE on Monday morning. (Because the layout is 
quite complex, we will not be able to make drastic changes in length or sequence at this point. In 
fact, the greater length of the "outcomes" section already presents a design challenge.) 

With many thanks. 
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Overview 

A major new study of classroom Jewish educators in three North American communities offers a 
striking assessment of teachers' preparation and professional development in day school, pre
school, and supplementary school settings. 

Almost 80% of the teachers surveyed lacked professional training in either education, Judaica--or 
both. Yet teachers receive little in-service training to overcome their lack of background, far less 
than is commonly expected of fully licensed teachers in general education. 

In day schools, teachers of Judaica have much less background as well as less in-service training 
in their subject areas than general studies teachers in the same schools. Only 40% of those 
teaching Jewish content are certified as Jewish educators. 

In supplementary schools, 80% of the teachers lack advanced degrees or certification in Judaica. 
Almost 30% had no Jewish schooling after the age of 13. In-service opportunities are infrequent 
and usually not connected to each other in a comprehensive plan for professional development. 

Pre-school teachers are the least prepared in Jewish content when they enter their positions. 
Although early childhood educators have more staff development opportunities because of state
mandated licensing requirements, the majority of these opportunities are in education rather than 
in Judaica and Jewish education. Ten percent of these teachers are not Jewish; in one community 
the figure is as high as 20%. 

And yet, in all settings, the study shows that teachers are strongly committed to Jewish education 
as a career. They are enthusiastic and devoted to working with children and to contributing to the 
Jewish people. 

This finding is a compelling argument for addressing a central problem identified by the study: 
the insufficient preparation of teachers. Research in the field of education confirms that carefully 
crafted in-service training can indeed improve the quality of teaching. 

Given the commitment of the teaching force in Jewish schools, investment in well-designed 
professional development for teachers can make a decisive difference, yielding rich rewards for 
the entire North American Jewish community. 



The Jewish community of North America is facing a crisis of major proportions. Large number 
of Jews have lost interest in Jewish values, ideals, and behavior. The responsibility for 

developing Jewish identity and instilling a commitment to Judaism ... now rests primarily with 
education. 

--A Time to Act 

In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America released A Time to 
Act, a report calling for dramatic change in the scope, standards, and quality of Jewish education 
on this continent. It concluded that the revitalization of Jewish education--whatever the setting 
or age group--will depend on two vital strategic tasks: building the profession of Jewish 
education; and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. The Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) was established to implement the Commission's 
conclusions. 

Since 1992, CIJE has been working with three communities--Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee--to create models of systemic change at the local level. A central tenet of CIJE is that 
policy decisions in education must be informed by solid data. These communities boldly engaged 
in a pioneering, comprehensive study of their educational personnel in day schools, 
supplementary schools, and pre-schools. All the education directors [AD/EL: WHAT SHOULD 
BE THE TERM THROUGHOUT: "EDUCATION DIRECTOR," per your box, OR 
"EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR"?] and classroom teachers were included in the survey, and a 
sample of each was interviewed in depth. The goal: To create a communal plan of action to 
build the profession of Jewish education in each community and thereby develop a model for 
North American Jewish communities who wish to embark on this process. 

Two years later, the initial results ofthis study are illuminating not only for the three 
communities but particularly as a catalyst for reexamining the personnel of Jewish education 
throughout North America. Despite the differences among these communities, the findings in 
each are so similar that we believe the profile of Jewish educators offered by the study is likely to 
resemble those of most other communities. (A reading of the Boston, Miami, and Philadelphia 
studies lends credence to this hypothesis.) [PLEASE REVIEW WORDING FROM "DESPITE": 
CAN IT BE MORE PRECISE?] 

This policy brief summarizes the study's findings in a critical area: the background and 
professional training of teachers in Jewish schools (box 1). 

Are teachers in Jewish schools trained as Jewish educators? 

Most are not. The survey indicates that only 21 % were trained as Jewish educators, with a 
university or teacher's institute degree in education as well as a college or seminary degree in 
Jewish studies. An additional 39% are partially trained, with a degree in education but not 
Judaica. Ten percent of the teachers have a degree in Jewish studies, but not in education. The 
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remaining 30% of teachers are untrained, lacking formal professional training in either education 
or Judaica (fig. 1). [AD/EL: PLEASE REVIEW THESE FIGURES FOR BOTH ACCURACY 
AND CLARITY] 

Does the teachers' training differ according to educational setting? 

Training in education: About half the teachers in each setting (pre-schools, day schools, and 
supplementary schools) reported university degrees in education (table 1). An additional 15% to 
19% of pre-school and day school teachers have education degrees from teacher's institutes, as do 
6% of supplementary school teachers. These institutes are usually one- or two-year programs in 
lieu of university study. 

Training in Jewish studies: Day school teachers of Judaica are more likely than teachers in other 
settings to have post-secondary training in Jewish studies. Still, only 40% percent of day school 
Judaica teachers are certified as Jewish educators; 38% have a degree in Jewish studies from a 
college, graduate school, or rabbinic seminary (table 2). In supplementary and pre-schools, the 
proportions are much smaller. Overall, around 80% of all teachers lack advanced degrees and 
[AD/EL: IS THIS 11AND11 OR 11OR 11?] certification in Judaica, and even in the day schools 60% 
lack such grounding. 

What Jewish education did the teachers receive as children? 

Almost all the teachers received some Jewish education as children, but for many their education 
was minimal. Before age 13, 25% percent of supplementary school teachers and 40% of pre
school teachers attended religious school only once a week; 11 % of supplementary teachers and 
22% of pre-school teachers did not attend at all. After age 13, even greater proportions received 
minimal or no Jewish education (figs. 2, 3; box 3). 

One of the more startling findings is that many pre-school teachers are teaching Jewish subject 
matter to Jewish children--but are not themselves Jews. Overall, 10% of the teachers in Jewish 
pre-schools are not Jewish. In one community, the figure is as high as 20%. [AD/EL: SHOULD 
THIS BE 18%?] 

Why is this the case? One pre-school director we interviewed shed light on the question: 

I have an opening for next year. I have a teacher leaving who is not Jewish. I'm 
interviewing three teachers, two of whom are Jewish, one of whom is not. And to be 
frank with you .. .I should hire one [who is]. .. Jewish. Unfortunately, of the three people I 
am interviewing, the non-Jewish teacher is the best teacher in terms of what she can do in 
the classroom. So it creates a real problem. 

In this instance, the Jewish candidates were better versed in Jewish content and were Jewish role 
models, but the non-Jewish applicant was more qualified as an educator, and that consideration 
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carried more weight. Many pre-school directors described an acute shortage of qualified Jewish 
teachers with appropriate training in education. 

Do present levels of in-service training compensate for background deficiencies? 

No. Most teachers attend very few in-service programs each year. Close to 80% of all teachers 
were required to attend at least one workshop during a two-year period. Of these teachers, 
around half attended no more than four workshops over a two-year time span. (A workshop 
ranges from a two-hour session to a one-day program.) 

Pre-school teachers: These teachers typically attended 6 or 7 workshops in a two-year period, 
which is more than teachers in other Jewish settings (fig. 4). Most pre-schools are licensed by 
the state, and teachers are required to participate in state-mandated professional development. 
Given the minimal background of many of these teachers in Judaica, however, present levels of 
in-service training are not sufficient. 

Day school teachers: Although state requirements apply to general studies teachers in day 
schools, Judaica teachers are not bound by state standards. We found little evidence of sustained 
professional development among the day school teachers we surveyed. On average, those who 
were required to attend workshops did so about 3 .8 times every 2 years -- or less than 2 
workshops a year. 

How does this compare to standards in public education? In Wisconsin, for example, teachers 
are required to attend 180 hours of workshops over a five-year period to maintain their teaching 
license. Day school teachers in our study engaged in about 29 hours of workshops over a five
year period (assuming a typical workshop lasts 3 hours). This is less than one-sixth of the 
requirement for state-licensed, full-time teachers in Wisconsin. (Despite variations among states 
in our study, we found little difference across communities in the extent of professional 
development among day school teachers.) 

Supplementary school teachers: These teachers reported slightly higher average workshop 
attendance, about 4.4 sessions in a two-year period. But since most supplementary school 
teachers had little or no formal Jewish training after bar/bat mitzvah, and only about 50% are 
trained as educators, the current status of professional development for these teachers is of 
pressing concern. Even those who teach only a few hours each week can be nurtured to develop 
as educators through a sustained, sequential program of learning. 

Summary: Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee offer a number of valuable in-service 
opportunities for their teachers. All three communities have occasional one-day teacher 
conventions, held city-wide, and all three offer some form of incentive for professional 
development. Still, in-service education tends to be infrequent and haphazard, particularly for 
day and supplementary school teachers. Even workshops and courses are isolated events, lacking 
the continuity of an overall system and plan for professional development. Veteran and 
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beginning teachers may be offered the same workshops; teachers with a strong background 
in Judaica but little training in education will often be offered the same opportunities as teachers 
with strong backgrounds in education but little Judaica. · 

How will change take place? An important factor will be the teachers' willingness to participate 
in professional development. Hence, the study of educators examined teachers' commitment to 
Jewish education. 

Are teachers in Jewish schools committed to the profession of Jewish education? 

Yes. Almost 60% of the teachers view Jewish education as their career. Even among part-time 
teachers (those teaching fewer than 30 hours a week), half described Jewish education as their 
career (fig. 5). In supplementary schools, where almost no teachers are full-time educators, 44% 
consider Jewish education their career. 

There is also considerable stability in the teaching force. Thirty-eight percent of the teachers have 
taught for more than 10 years, while only 6% were in their first year as Jewish educators when 
they responded to the survey (table 3). Sixty-six percent intend to continue teaching in their 
same positions, and only 6% plan to seek positions outside Jewish education in the near future. 

A Plan for Action 
In Communities: 

How can a community design a comprehensive plan to improve its teachers? 

1. Like Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, a community can profile its teachers and education 
directors to learn precisely where their strengths lie and which areas need improvement. The 
CIJE Educators' Survey module will be available for this purpose during 1995. 

2. A community can then tailor a plan to meet the specific needs of its own educators. Such a 
plan should take into account: 

a. Content: The plan should address the content needs of individual teachers in 
education, Jewish studies, and in the integration of the two. 

b. Differentiation: The plan should address the distinct needs of novice and veteran 
teachers; the different ages and affiliations of students; and the various settings in which 
classroom education takes place--day schools, pre-schools (including those in JCCs), and 
supplementary schools. 

c. Systematic Training Opportunities: One-shot workshops do not change teachers or 
teaching. Rather, seminars, courses, and retreats--linked to carefully articulated requirements, 
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goals, and standards--should be offered in the context of a long-term, systematic plan for 
professional development. 

d. Community Incentives: Any plan should motivate teachers to be involved in 
substantive, ongoing in-service education. Community-sponsored incentives for teachers' 
professional development include stipends, release time, scholarships, and sabbaticals. 
Ultimately, professional development must be linked to salary and benefits. (One community, for 
example, bases its day school allocation on teacher certification and upgrading rather than on the 
number of students.) 

e. Reflective Practice: The plan should allow opportunities for teachers to learn from 
each other through mentoring, peer learning, and coaching. A plan should also include carefully 
crafted teacher supervision with clear criteria for evaluation. 

f. Leadership: The plan should recognize what we have learned from educational 
research: The education director is indispensable in creating a successful environment for 
teaching and learning. For teachers to implement change, they must be supported by leaders who 
can foster vision. These leaders must also be committed, knowledgeable, skilled--and engaged in 
their own professional development. In 1995, CIJE will release a policy brief on the background 
and professional training of the education directors in our survey. 

g. Models of Success: The plan should take into account successful Jewish educational 
practice. CIJE itself is engaged in a long-term project documenting examples of Best Practices in 
diverse educational settings. The initial two Best Practices volumes focus on the supplementary 
school and on early childhood Jewish education. Volumes currently under preparation will 
examine Best Practices in the JCC setting and in Jewish camping. 

h. Evaluation: The plan should make provision for monitoring ongoing initiatives, 
providing feedback to policy makers and participants, and evaluating outcomes. 

i. Compensation: The plan should make it possible for qualified teachers who wish to 
teach full-time to be able to do so and receive both salary and benefits commensurate with their 
educational background, years of experience, and ongoing professional development. (Several 
communities have created the position of "community teacher," which enables a teacher to work 
in more than one setting, holding the equivalent of a full-time position with the appropriate 
salary and benefits.) A future CIJE policy brief will focus on issues of salary and benefits for 
Jewish educators. 

Most important, a well-designed plan for the professional development of Jewish educators in a 
community is not only a matter of redressing their lack of background. It is also a dynamic 
process of renewal and growth that is imperative for all professionals. Even those who are well 
prepared for their positions must have opportunities to keep abreast of the field, to learn exciting 
new ideas and techniques, and to be invigorated by contact with other educators. 
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At the Continental Level 

As an ever-increasing number of communities are engaged in the creation and implementation of 
their individual plans, the major continental institutions and organizations can begin to address 
professional development from their own vantage point. This effort should be spearheaded by 
those seminaries, colleges, and universities that offer degrees in Jewish education; by the 
denominational movements; and by those national organizations whose primary mission is 
Jewish education. 

In collaboration with communal efforts, such educational institutions and organizations should 
design their own plans to conceptualize in-service training elements for the field. They could also 
contribute to building the profession of Jewish education by: energetically recruiting candidates 
for careers in Jewish education; developing new sources of personnel; expanding training 
opportunities in North America and Israel; creating professional development opportunities for 
educational leaders; advocating improved salaries and benefits; making possible career tracks in 
Jewish education; and empowering educators to have an influence on the curriculum, teaching 
methods, and educational philosophy of the institutions in which they work. 

The Jewish people has survived and flourished because of a remarkable commitment to the 
centrality of teaching and learning. The North American Je'm.sh community has continued this 
commitment, with the result that American Jews are among the most highly educated citizens in 
this country. We need to bring the same expectations to Jewish education as we do to general 
education, for the sake of the unique heritage we alone can transmit through our teachers to our 
children. 

(C) Copyright 1994, Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 

Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 
15 East 26th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10010 
Telephone: (212) 532-2360 

Fax: (212) 532-2646 
[Add logo] 

Text for Box 1: [next to text] 
Box 1. About the Jewish educators of Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee. 

Teachers in the Jewish schools of these communities are predominantly female (84%) and 
American-born (86%). Only 7% were born in Israel, and less than 1% each are from Russia, 
Germany, England, and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are married. The teachers identify 
with a variety of Jewish religious denominations. Thirty-two percent are Orthodox, and 8% call 
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themselves traditional. Twenty-five percent identify with the Conservative movement; 31 % see 
themselves as Reform; and the remaining 4% list Reconstructionist and other preferences. 
Twenty-five percent work full-time in Jewish education (i.e., they reported teaching 30 hours per 
week or more), and about 20% work in more than one school. 

Text for Box 2: [for appendix] 
Box 2. About the study of educators. 

The CUE study of educators was coordinated by the Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback 
(MEF) team of CUE. It involved a survey of nearly all [AD/EL: WHY NOT "ALL"?] the formal 
Jewish educators in the community, and a series of in-depth interviews with a more limited 
sample of educators. The survey form was adapted [WORD IS USED TWICE IN THIS 
SENTENCE] from previous surveys of Jewish educators, with many questions adapted 
[MODIFIED?] from the Los Angeles Teacher Survey. 

The survey was administered in spring 1993 or fall 1994 to all Judaic and Hebrew teachers at all 
Jewish day schools, congregational schools, and pre-school programs in the three communities. 
General studies teachers in day schools were not included. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who 
teach Judaica were included. Lead community project directors in each community coordinated 
the survey administration. Teachers completed the questionnaires and returned them at their 
schools. (Some teachers who did not receive a survey form at school were mailed a form and a 
self-addressed envelope, and returned their forms by mail.) Over 80% of the teachers in each 
community filled out and returned the questionnaire, for a total of almost I 000 respondents. (A 
different form [AD/EL: IS THIS "DIFFERENT FORM" CORRECT?] was administered to 
education directors; those data will be analyzed in a future report.) 

The interview questions were designed by the MEF team. Interviews were conducted with 
teachers in pre-schools, supplementary schools, and day schools, as well as education directors 
and educators at central agencies and institutions of Jewish higher learning. In total, 126 
educators were interviewed, generally for one to two hours. CIJE field researchers conducted and 
analyzed the interviews. 

The questionnaire form and the interview protocols will be available for public distribution in 
1995. 

This policy brief was prepared by CIJE's MEF team: Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring, Roberta 
Louis Goodman, Bill Robinson, and Julie Tammivaara. The authors are grateful for suggestions 
from CUE staff, the MEF advisory board, and lead community participants. They are especially 
thankful to the Jewish educators who participated in the study. 

Text for Box 3: [next to text] 

Box 3. According to "Highlights of the CJF 1990 National Jewish Population Survey," by Dr. 
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Barry Kosmin and colleagues, 22% of men and 38% of women who identify as Jews received no 
Jewish education as children. In contrast, only 10% of the teachers in Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee were not formally educated as Jews in childhood. 

Text for Box 4: [for appendix] 

Box 4. Technical notes. 
In total, 983 teachers responded out of a total population of 1192 in the three communities. In 
general, we avoided sampling inferences (e.g., t-tests) because we are analyzing population 
figures, not samples. Respondents include 302 day school teachers, 392 supplementary school 
teachers, and 289 pre-school teachers. Teachers who work at more than one type of setting were 
categorized according to the setting ( day school, supplementary school, or pre-school) at which 
they teach the most hours (or at the setting they listed first if hours were the same for two types 
of settings). Each teacher is counted only once. If teachers were counted in all the settings in 
which they teach, the results would look about the same, except that supplementary school 
teachers would look more like day school teachers, because. 61 day school teachers also work in 
supplementary schools. 

Missing responses were excluded from calculations of percentages. Generally, less than 5% of 
responses were missing for any one item. An exception was the question about certification in 
Jewish education. In at least one community, many teachers left this blank, apparently because 
they were not sure what it meant. On the assumption that teachers who did not know what the 
term certification meant were not themselves certified, we present the percentage who said they 
were certified out of the total who returned the survey forms--not out of the total who responded 
to this item. [AD/EL: NO MATTER HOW I TRY TO CLARIFY THIS LATTER SENTENCE, 
IT'S DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND. DO WE REALLY NEED TO INCLUDE IT?] 
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Friday afternoon 

Since I'm talcing home material for two of the three other staff members, I thought I'd include my 
draft of the "outcomes" section of the Policy Brief, written by me on the basis of Gail's extensive 
thinking and writing on the subject! I'll fax to Barry. 

As usual, I have invented this document based on meetings I've had with all of you. The designer 
has already asked me for this section, and, as it emerges, we may need to send the key press 
copies of the entire brief well before the G.A., if we want to be covered effectively. (I am 
meeting with Ari; Frank Strauss, who does press for the G.A.; and, I hope, with Gary, to figure 
this out further.) 

Among the editorial issues I want you to think about are: 

1. Correct any of my mistakes in language, concepts, or commitments on our part, with an eye to 
the (possibly skeptical) experts in your areas of expertise. 
2. Contribute more examples of specific ideas or programs that communities have implemented. 
See point c. 
3. Look for opportunities, either in the body of the text when we reexamine it on Monday, or 
especially here, to insert any "products" CIJE bas. This document may be the only exposure most 
policy makers and educators have to our work for some time. 
4. Pay special attention to the continental piece. If we should confine our discussion there to 
professional training, we'll need more suggestions of what can be done. If not, what do you think 
of the list I've taken from A Time to Act? (Ideally, I want national educational institutions/ 
organizations to know the elements of a possible plan for them, too.) 
5. Take into account anything you heard at the board meeting that could clarify or enhance this 
part of the brief. 
6. I feel that ifI were a teacher, I would feel commoditized by these suggestions, since there is no 
mention of the teachers' initiating or discussing any of this. How do we get the issue of 
empowerment into the communal plan/list? (I have it in the continental picture, from ATTA, but 
not in the communal one. We emphasize the importance of the educational leader, but the only 
good thing we have to say about teachers is that they care and they stick it out.) 
By Tuesday, we will need to have signed off on this document; send it to Adam/Ellen and Israel. 
We will also need to send Adam and Ellen, and probably Jerusalem, the final language on the 
bulk of the report, which will need to be scrutinized by each of us and coordinated by me. (I 
think we will have to devote some of Monday to a line-by-line assessment of this brief.) In 
particular, nobody has done a word-by-word reading of the overview since Adam sent it on 
Monday, and that, along with this, will be what is read most. 

The designer needs final copy by Wednesday. We'll probably not make it, but we cannot miss it 
by much. 

Nessa 



What do these findings mean, and what can we do? 

Almost 80% of the teachers we surveyed lacked professional training in education, Jewish 
content--or both.Yet they receive little in-service training to overcome their lack of background, 
far less than is commonly expected of state-licensed teachers. 

In day schools, whose special mission is to teach Judaism, teachers of Judaica have less 
background and in-service training in their subject areas than general studies teachers in the same 
schools. 

In pre-schools, where there is more staff development, teachers are the least prepared in Jewish 
content when they enter their positions. Indeed, an important minority are not Jewish. 

Supplementary schools are staffed by many teachers with training in education but limited 
background in Jewish content. In-service oppotunities are infrequent and lack continuity. 

And yet, in all settings, teachers are strongly devoted to Jewish education. They are enthusiastic 
and committed to working with children and to making a contribution to the Jewish people. 

We have learned from studies in general education that properly designed in-service 
training can indeed make better, more qualified teachers. Given the commitment and 
stability of the teaching force in Jewish schools, investment in well-designed professional 
development for our teachers can make a decisive difference, yielding rich rewards for the 
entire North American Jewish community. 

A Community Plan for Action 
[Note: We could use at least two more examples from within communities, as inc.] 

How can a community design a comprehensive plan to improve the caliber of its teachers? 

1. Like Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, a community can profile its teachers to learn 
precisely where their strengths lie and which areas--Jewish content, pedagogy, or both--need 
development. The CUE Educators' Survey module will be available in XX 1995. 

2. A community can then tailor a plan to meet the specific needs of its own teaching community. 
[Mention CIJE generic personnel action plan?] Such a plan should include the following 
considerations: 

a. Content: The plan must address the content needs of individual teachers, in Jewish 
studies, teaching skills, and the relationship between the two (integrating knowledge of specific 
subject matter with knowledge of how to teach that subject). 

b. Differentiation: The plan must address the different needs of novice and veteran 
teachers; the different ages and affiliations of students; and the different school settings in which 
Jewish education takes place--day school, pre-school, or supplementary school. 



c. Community Incentives: The plan must encourage teachers to be involved in 
substantive, ongoing in-service education. We know that one-shot workshops, no matter how 
inspirational, do not change teachers or teaching. Rather, workshops, seminars, and courses must 
be offered in the context of a long-term, systematic plan for professional development, with 
requirements, goals, and standards by which progress can be measured. (One community, for 
example, bases its day school allocation on teacher certification and upgrading rather than on the 
number of students.) 

d. Learning Opportunities: The plan must include opportunities for teachers to learn from 
each other in a variety of ways, through mentoring (partnering an experienced teacher with a new 
one); peer supervision (allowing colleagues to plan classes together, or watch each other teach); 
and coaching (enabling master teachers to transmit their teaching skills to others). The plan must 
also include evaluation (granting formal opportunities to principals and educational leaders to 
conduct on-site, ongoing clinical supervision). 

e. Leadership: The plan must recognize what we have learned from educational research: 
The educational leader is indispensable in creating successful environments for learning. In order 
for teachers to implement change, they must be supported by leaders who are themselves 
committed, knowledgeable, and skilled. In 1995, CIJE will release a policy brief on the 
background and professional training of the educational leaders in the Jewish schools we have 
surveyed. [Mention Harvard/principals/leadership?] 

f. Compensation: The plan must make it possible for qualified teachers to teach full-time 
and receive both salaries and benefits commensurate with their educational background, years of 
experience, and ongoing professional development. 

g. Research: [Some language that says CIJE is pursuing research that will contribute to 
further refinements of communal plans--in informal education, through Best Practices (which we 
don't mention); through any of the work on Adam/Ellen's 1995 workplan?; etc.) This brief must 
be the document where we say what we're doing, and how it fits into the picture we're offering.] 

Most important, a well-designed plan for the professional development of Jewish teachers is not 
only a matter of compensating for their lack of background. It is also a means of renewal and 
growth, which are imperative for all teachers. Even those who are well prepared for their 
positions must have opportunities to keep abreast of the field, to learn exciting new ideas and 
techniques, and to be invigorated by contact with other educators. 

A Continental Plan 

As communities are engaged in the creation and implementation of their own plans, the Jewish 
movements and their affiliated seminaries and colleges, as well as other institutions of Jewish 
higher learning, can begin to address professional development from a continental perspective. 
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In its final report in 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America offered 
categories for change on the continental level. In conjunction with communal efforts, national 
educational institutions can design their own plans to conceptualize in-service training elements 
for the field. They can also contribute to building the profession of Jewish education by: 
energetically recruiting candidates for careers in Jewish education; developing new sources of 
personnel; expanding training opportunities in North America and Israel; advocating improved 
salaries and benefits; making possible career tracks in Jewish education; and empowering 
educators to have an influence on the curriculum, teaching methods, and educational philosophy 
of the schools in which they work (A Time to Act). 

The Jewish people has survived and flourished because of a remarkable commitment, under all 
historical circumstances, to the centrality of teaching and learning. The North American Jewish 
community has continued this commitment, with the result that American Jews are among the 
most highly educated citizens in this country. We need to bring the same expectations to Jewish 
education as we do to general education, for the sake of the unique heritage we alone can 
transmit through our teachers to our children. 

(C) Copyright 1994, Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 
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The implications of this report are clear. Serious attention must be paid to our teaching force. 

Communities need to profile their Jewish educators in order to know where their strengths and 
weaknesses are. 

A comprehensive personnel action plan tailored to meet the professional development needs of 
educators must be designed. 

Such a plan must be comprehensive. It must be designed to meet the content needs of the 
teaching community -- whether it be in Jewish studies and/or pedagogy so that Jewish education 
can be delivered by teachers who are not only highly motivated and committed but also qualified 
and skilled. 

It must address the whole spectrum of teachers regardless of settings in which they teach, their 
years of experience teaching, the age and affiliation of the students who they are teaching. 

This plan must make it possible for qualified teachers to teach full time and receive salaries and 
benefits commensurate with their educational background and years of experience teaching. 

It must include incentives that encourage teachers to be involved in substantive, ongoing 
inservice education. Changing teachers and teaching takes more than one-shot workshop no 
matter how inspirational. 

Teachers must have access to long-term, coordinated connected professional development. If we 
hope to professionalize Jewish education in general and teachers in particular, courses, seminars, 
workshops cannot continue to be isolated experiences. They must be organized to take into 
account both what teachers needs to know in order to teach and the kinds of experiences teachers 
need to have to continue to grow and learn. 

It must be possible for teachers 
I. to take a wide variety of kinds of courses over time, 
2. to engage in reflective conversations about teaching and learning 
3. to learn from their own practice through supervision and coaching (in order to 

practice and hone new skills and learnings) 
4. to learn from other teachers by visiting the classes taught by others 

No such plan would be complete without addressing the educational and Judaica needs of 
educational leaders as well. Educational research has demonstrated time and again the important 
role that effective leaders play in creating successful educational environments. In order for 
teachers to implement changes based on learning, they must be supported by leaders who are 
themselves committed, knowledgeable and skilled. Schools must also change if teachers in them 
are to change. 



Various venues for inservice education are not only possible but valuable: national, communal, 
institutional. Each of these venues can create opportunities that speak to different educational 
needs. (tell me if you want this spun out more) 
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2. Contexts in which teachers teach 

denominational vs communal 
early childhood, supplementary, day school 

Such a plan would be systematic. 

It would provide opportunities for continued growth in subject matter knowledge and 
pedagogy and the intersection between them. 

It would be supported by community approved incentives for participating in on-going 
professional development. 

It would create contexts in teachers' work lives that assist and sustain meaningful 
changes. 

Such a plan would speak to the complexity and excitement of teaching. 

It would involve teachers in a rigorous examination of teaching and learning. 

Teachers should receive coaching and feedback in using new approaches and practices. 
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Mandel Institute 

Tel: 972-2-662832 
Fax: 972-2-662837 

FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION 

To: Ms. Nessa Rapoport 

From: Annette Hochstein 

Fax Number: 212 - 532-2646 

Dear Nessa, 

Date: Oct . 24, 1994 

No . of Pages: 

P.1/3 

Thank you f or sending the draft of the policy brief. We 
read i t with interest. Here are MI, SF and AH's 
feedback and suggestions: 

We would firs t like to congratulate you on t he 
overview. The summary is real ly very good and hard
hitting. 

Regarding t hat page (the overview}= 

1. Is the reader not left with the impression that in
service training is the only thing that needs to be 
done? Perhaps at the paragraph before last, where 

2. 

you identify the central problem as "the h_\ 
insufficient preparation of teachers," pre-servi ce U 
or long-term training should be inserted in some 
form. 

You may want to i ndicate that the findings of this / ~I 
survey may be representative of the situation U 
thr oughout t he U.S.A. 

1 
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3. Paragraph 2; last line: delete the words "fully 0\ 
licensed" -- it weakens the impact of the U 
statement. 

4. Paragraph before last: "research in the field . . . 
" -- is that indeed documented? 

Concerning the body of the text: 

1. Page 3: "Does the teachers' training differ 
according to educational setting?" The rhythm of 
the text would be helped by an immediate response: 
"In general, yes! 
Training in education" 

2 . Page 5: Is the word "novice" in any way pejorative? 
Would "beginning teacher" be more neutral? 

3. Page 5 ·( 2nd paragraph; last sentence) : There is a 0.._ 
reification ( "the study . . . exami nes" ) . We U 
suggest the following: "Hence, the importance of 
data illuminating this question" or s omething of 
this sort. 

4 . Page 5: "A Plan for Action" -- Before "How can a 
community design . .• . " add a reference to the 
data somethi~g like "On the basis of the data, how ~ 
can a community" or: "With the survey data as (!3; 
background" or: "Following review of the survey 
data, how can a community ... . " 

5. Page 8 (paragraph 3): "Judaic and Hebrew teachers" 
is a distinction we don't understand. Aren't they 
all Jewish studies teachers? 

6. Miscellaneous: 

a. we suggest that "certification" not be 
mentioned in the document because it is indeed 
a confusing topic. 

b. Judaic an~ Jewish studies are used 
interchangeably in the document; consistency 
might be helpful . 
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c. Teachers' institutes: If you always mean Jewish /=;\ 
teachers' institutes, you may want to add the L) 
word "Jewish." 

d . "Release time" is perhaps too technical a term C) 
to be correctly understood by t he reader. 

e. You may want to consider listing the names of 
CIJE staff and MEF Advisory Board: some of the 
names may lend status to the endeavor. We have 
used such listings effectively in the past. 

Hope this is helpful . 

Good luck and congratulations to everyone. 

Best regards, 

{)~ 
Annette 

P.S.: Could this please be distributed to Ellen, Adam 
and anyone else who is in t he l oop. 
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Almost 80% of the teachers surveyed lacked professional training in either education, Judaica--or 
both. Yet teachers receive little in-service tr~ning to overcome their lack of background, far less 
than is commonly expected o~ ly lieettse_ teachers in general education. 
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[ev(!IJJ 

And yet, in all settings, the study shows that teachers are strongly committed to Jewish education 
as a career. They are enthusiastic and devoted to working with children and to contributing to the 
Jewish people. 

This finding {s !=p~ng argument for addressing a central problem identified by the study: 
· the insufficient preparation of teachers. Research in the field of education confirms that carefully 
crafted in-service training can indeed improve the quality of teaching. 

Given the commitment of the teaching force in Jewish schools, investment in well-designed 
professional development for teachers can make a decisive difference, yielding rich rewards for 
the entire North American Jewish community. 
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The Jewish community of North America is facing a crisis of major proportions. Large number 
of Jews have lost interest in Jewish values, ideals, and behavior. The responsibility for 

developing Jewish identity and instilling a commitment to Judaism ... now rests primarily with 
education. 

--A Time to Act 

In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education in North America released A Time to 
Act, a report calling for dramatic change in the scope, standards, and quality of Jewish education 
on this continent. It concluded that the revitalization of Jewish education--whatever the setting 
or age group--will depend on two vital strategic tasks: building the profession of Jewish 
education; and mobilizing community support for Jewish education. The Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) was established to implement the Commission's 
conclusions. 

Since 1992, CUE has been working with three communities--Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee--to create models of systemic change at the local level. A central tenet of CUE is that 
policy decisions in education must be informed by solid data. These communities boldly engaged 
in a pioneering, comprehensive study of their educational personnel in day schools, ✓ 

supplementary schools, and pre-schools. All the education director~ [AD/EL: WHAT SIIOULE> / t 1: edvc i~, nJ r 
·BE THE TEJ.U4 ~ UCATiffi~-BIREGTOR,u per-yfflt).'-bex-;-0-R_.:>- Ae: e-Jt1ui1•f'I 

''-EDUCATirn:;:AlDIRECToR''.ijand classroom teachers were included in the survey, and[a (!e;,c_:,/)t,l,tr:-.:,:~~±> 
sample of eacI-i!was interviewed in depth. The goal: To create a communal plan of action to q, rfflfm ""J~1 qi))/ ff]i,1 .J1vlt 
build the profession of Jewish education in each community and thereby develop a model for 
North American Jewish communities ~ wish to embark on this process. @ 

A1J -/h:1,r {§) 
Two years later, the initial r suits of this study are illuminating not only for the three 
communities but 1'0:lcGG~IUY as a catalyst for reexamining the personnel of Jewish education 
throughout North Americafpespite the differences among these communities,Jthe findings in @ 
each are so similar that we believe the profile of Jewish educators offered by the study is likely to._ ___ _ 
resemble those of ~~t other communities. EA rencl:i:ng of~ Bostoa, Miami, and Philad · =i=~~=~:=~esW) £PLEASE REVIEW WORDING FROM "DESPITY: 

This policy brief summarizes the study's findings in a critical area: the background and 
professional training of teachers in Jewish schools (box 1). ~ 

@ Are teachers in Jewish schools trained as Jewish educators? 

Most are not. The survey indicates that only 21 % were trained as Jewish educators, with a 
university or teacher's institute degree in educatio~ s well as a coll~~ or seminary degree in 
Jewish studies) additional 39% at:e partially traui@d, ~ J'a~gr~fo education but not 
Judaica. Ten p rcent of the teachers have a degree in Jewisit studie\ but not in education. The 

or ccrh-fic .. rtwJ 111 Je\l 11 ~ eJvlJ~n, @) cA 
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Most are not. 30% of teachers lack formal professional training in both education and Jewish 
studies. 10 % of the teachers have a degree in Jewish studies but not in education. An additional 
39% have a degree in education but not in Judaica. Only 21 % have educational backgrounds in 
both education and Judaica (holding university or teacher's institute degrees in education as well 
as college or seminary / degrees in Jewish studie~ r alternatively, holding certification in Jewish 
education). :Ji J~ JtirfriJfac. 11 -Jh, b-tkr-



® -I ..l "-fh@ 
remaining 30% of teachers a:re oot:rai.aed/lackiftg'/formal_professional training in~ education A ;ind 

~ r Judaica (fig. 1). ~IEW THESE FIGURES FOR-BOTH ACCTTRA~ 
@ 

@J 
t li'lwlly, 

yes. 

D 

differ accordin to educational setting H: re1;,rJ 1vat,,f) -' ~ .)n.JV(f"l,4 .by .s{tfi"j. 
~ ft dot11 yJt l<ob17 l/1 Ji- i11J~ J f&J ._i--t1/"' j#?: (C/IIWC <fvUP,11 ~ 

1/ra~ation: About a e eac ers in each setting (pre-schools, day schools, and 
supplementary schools) reported university degrees in education (table 1). An additional 15% to 
19% of pre-school and day school teachers have education degrees from,.teacher's institutes, as do 
6% of supplementary school teachers. These institutes are usually one- or two-year programs in 
lieu of university study. 

1- (!) 
Training in Jewish studies: Day school teachers of aica are more likely than teachers in other 
settings to have post-secondary training in Jewish s es. Still, only 40% percent of day school 
Judaica teachers are certified as Jewish educators; 3 have a degree in Jewish studies from a 
college, graduate school, or rabbinic seminary (table 2). Io supplementary and pre-schools, the 
proportions are much smaller. Overall, 0 chers laok-acb;:anced degrees ~ M 
1::AJJtt.i:.L.:...C:Lll:il1:i._'.'..M>kl..t::!d:~ ~;;.:q~ffit:l:emteB:-m-:ffl6ffl·~~~:t;-ttw~ncl~e~\~'e~R~ia~t~hle..eda,i-sGheel-s-40%J--- @ 

Mly JI "1, h.)'le.. :> de.jf(r /1) Jc1,u; -.rtvd1cs or ccd1fic1f1al) ,n Jew'lJh d11G>ilo1J.> :111d C\f(l)C:.ll){f 
ffl dJ'f .s di~~IJ a II Jy 

What Jewish education did the teachers receive as children? Goti~ h:m JVc.li t,-.,1(l1tj. (<rNJ 

(§) 
Almost all the teachers received some Jewish education as children, but for many their education 
was minimal. Before age 13, 25% percent of supplementary school teachers and 40% of pre
school teachers attended religious school only once a week; 11 % of supplementary teachers and 
22% of pre-school teachers did not attend at all. After age 13, even greater proportions received 
minimal or no Jewish education (figs. 2, 3; box 3). 

One of the more startling findings is that many pre-school teachers are teaching Jewish subject 
matter to Jewish children--but are not themselves Jews. Overall, 10% of the teachers in Jewish 
pre-schools are not Jewish. In one community, the figure is as high as 20%. i-A-HM~~rtt-:lfttt~ 

'----9 TIDS BE 18%1] 

Why is this the case? One pre-school director we interviewed shed light on the question: 

I have an opening for next year. I have a teacher leaving who is not Jewish. I'm 
interviewing three teachers, two of whom are Jewish, one of whom is not. And to be 
frank with you .. .I should hire one [who is]. .. Jewish. Unfortunately, of the three people I 
am interviewing, the non-Jewish teacher is the best teacher in terms of what she can do in 
the classroom. So it creates a real problem. 

In this instance, the Jewish candidates were better versed in Jewish content and were Jewish role 
models, but the non-Jewish applicant was more 4 as an educator, and that consideration 

3 sk,trrJ @ 
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carried more weight. Many pre-school directors described an acute shortage of qualified Jewish 
teachert/with appwpriate training iti education ----5> @ 

Do present levels of in-service training compensate for background deficiencies? 

EL? h-/y peFWit @ 
No. Most teachers attend very few in-service programs each year. Clase-~o 80% of all teachers 
were required to attend at least one workshop during a two-year period. Of these teachers, 
around half attmded no more than four workshops over a two-year time span. (A workshop Ac ;,r, @ 
rang~ from a r -hour session to a one-day program.) 

Pre-school teachers: These teachers typically attended 6 or 7 workshops in a two-year period, 
which is more than teachers in other Jewish settings (fig. 4). Most pre-schools are licensed by 
the state, and teachers are required to participate in state-mandated professional development. 
Given the minimal background of many of these teachers in Judaica, however, present levels of 
in-service training are not sufficient. 

Day school teachers: Although state requirements apply to general studies teachers in day 
schools, Judaica teachers are not bound by state standards. We found little evidence of sustained 
professional development among the day school teachers we surveyed. On average, those who 
were required to attend workshops did so about 3.8 times every 2 years -- or less than 2 
workshops a year. 

How does this compare to standards in public education? In Wisconsin, for example, teachers 
are required to attend 180 hours of workshops over a five-year period to maintain their teaching 
license. Day school teachers in our study engaged in about 29 hours of workshops over a five
year period (assuming a typical workshop)..¥ts 3 hours). This is less than one-sixth of the 
requirement for state-licensed~~ers in Wisconsin. (Despite variations among states 
in our study, we found little difference across communities in the extent of professional 
development among day school teachers.) c ( ,~ere wu tome •(Jn2"/1•11 ;,cnu (.,)r,,,r,vMtiu 

;,n of 
Supplementary school t~fiichers: These teachers relfrted slightl~er average~ 

_..,...attendaa.'1~, a-boot 4.4~~in a two-year period.A But since most supplementary school 
teachers had little or no formal Jewish training after bar/bat mitzvah, and only about 50% are 
trained as educators, the current status of professional development for these teachers is of 
pressing concern. Even those who teach only a few hours each week can be nurtured to develop 
as educators through a sustained, sequential program of learning. 

@ c,ty-w,dt; 
Summary: Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee offer a number ofvalu ble in- ice 
opportunities for the)kfeachers. All three communities have · one-day teacher ()Jirytr(l)ceJ1 
~' licld dey:::.wicter and all three offer some form of incentive or professional 

development. Still, in-service education tends to be infrequent and bag}l~d, particularly for 
day and supplementary school teachers. Even workshopt~~ isolated events, lacking 
the continuity of an overall system and plan for professi al development.~ 

-th:it fudic.r.r fi'nJ ~el pfil I bpeA,o((l 
4 @) 
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begin.:ria-g' teacoors may!tre/\offered the same workshop~; teachers with a strong background in 
Judaica but little training in education will often be offered the same opportunities as teachers 
with strong backgrounds in education but little Judaica. 

N R~ ']tVt •n 
~111mu,11hu 

Are teachers in Jewish schools committed to the profession of Jewish education? 

t
ovcr @ 

Yes. Almost 60% of the teachers view Jewish educat on as their career. Even among part-time 
teachers (those teaching fewer than 30 hours a week), half described Jewish education as their 
career (fig. 5). In supplementary schools, where almost no teachers are full-time educators, 44% 
consider Jewish education their career. 

There is also considerable stability in the teaching force. Thirty-eight percent of the teachers have 
taught for more than 10 years, while only 6% were in their first year as Jewish educators when 
they responded to the survey (table 3). Sixty-~ercent intend to continue teaching in their 
same positions, and only 6% plan to seek positioT. outside Jewish education in the near future. 

Ao mot-'" f'",fj 1l cH f.i:j @ ® A G/tu, .. . d,f/i;rc,,,,, 
A Plan for Action ~ 

&D 

In Communities: 
@da s, f~Pf~W 4c :,cJ.111 p~.ru111c I ~ 0 

~ 1'ow can a community design a comprehensive plan to improve its t@~hei:s~ 'J 

1. Like Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, a community can profile its teachers and education @ 
directors to le~ precis~ where their strengths lie and which areas need improvement. The 
CIJEy;.ducators~odule will be available for this purpose atl:fmg 1995. 

~-Jv dy vf ~ lJ,c Cof'lc t,n @ 
2. A community can then tailor a plan to meet the specific needs of its own educators. Such a 
plan should take into account: 

a. Content: The plan should address the content needs of individual teachers in 
education, Jewish studies, and in the integration of the two. 

Cl'-f/1 !f.1 ccJ 
b. Differentiation: The plan should address the distinct needs of novice and~ 

teachers; the different ages and affiliations of students; and the various settings in which 
classroom education takes place--day schools,fre-school~"i-neluding those in ~ ~ --:------,.._ 
suppl~mCM½~ho.cis/ supolemurbN JU'lt~l.1 ;;)(')J e s,lly /)(Cd -/1 ru+ )II Gf/-u 

f -, ) Jc-/Ji V 

c. Systematic Training Opportunities: One-shot workshops do not change teachers or 
teaching. Rather, seminars, courses, and retreats--linked to carefully articulated requirements, 
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goals, and standards--should be offered in the context of a long-term, systematic plan for 
professional development. 

d. Community Incentives: Any plan shoulfm~ vate teachers to be involved in 
substantive, ongoing in-service education. Co~unity-sponsored incentives for teachers' 
professional development include stipends, release time, scholarships, and sabbat=· cals. tforth Am<flc:>I) 
Ultimately, professional development must be linked to salary and benefits. (One community, for {[J 
example, bases its day school allocation on teacher certification and upgrading ra er than on the 
number of students.) 

® Te)<her Eff1p411u-~t-

e. lte:fleetive-Praeticc: The plan should allow opportunities for teachers to learn from 
each other through mentoring, peer learning, and coaching. A plan should also include carefuitr ~ 

. -Grafted t0aeher sttpet vision with clear eriteria for e:v~[>itJ. r OM .xJJf .i J ~ ..,./ 
.>--Sca-lcocc ~\ Jbccc 4 11bp < q64J Jf ~ ff.n, f, 1e,J1ttf p,v(_ Jo.cl•r A<1&1l /11(1)1 :1>t OIJ btJ1, ' /0 J oao dce -J~? .... wd !M,/,,rd f-Y" 

~ f. Leadership;Qie plan should recognize what we have learned from educational Q. €J 
~ research: The educati~director is indispensable in creating a successful environment for ~ 

teaching and learning. For teachers to implement change, they must be supported by leaders who 
can foster vision. These leaders must also be committed, knowledgeable, skilled--and engaged in 
their own professional development. In 1995, CIJE will release a policy brief on the background 
and professional training of the educati~directors m otlf s\H'Yey. rn -11, c. C4mf'f)un1hu uu<vc~d. /£1) 

~ ~ 
1~ g. dels of Succe . Jan should take · t successful Je 1sh edu tional 

p'r ctice. JE i elf is eng ged in a ng-termproje documen · g example of Best Pract es in 
di rse ucatiorr setti s. The initi two Best B actices volum s focus o the supplement 
sch ol don earl chi ood Jewish e catio olumes current! d preparation will 

e Best Practices in the JCC setting and in Jewish camping. 

10 
h. Evaluation: The plan should make provision for monitoring ongoing initiatives, 

f rq{cu!DMI de(C/epmVtf-,. 

providing feedback to policy makers and participants, and evaluating outcomes. /\ 

@> i. Compensation: The plan should make it possible for qualified teachers who wish to 
teach full-time to be able to do so and receive both salary and benefits commensurate with their 

@ 
@u5 

educational background, years of experience, and ongoing professional development. (Several At( drth 14, menc >// 

communities have created the position of "community teacher," which enables a teacher to work @ 
in more than one setting, holding the equivalent of a full-time position with the appropriate 
salary and benefits.) A future CIJE policy brief will focus on issues of salary and benefits for 
Jewish educators. 

w~y-h @ 
Most important, a well-de an for the ~fessional development of Jewish educators in a 
community is not only a redress· ~'TK°lk of bac~ ro~d. It is also a e.ynami~mc Jn_; ~ 

~ s ofrenewal and growth that is imperative for all }')Wfessioli'a?s. Even those who are well 1ro- prvf. \ 
prepared for their positions must have opportunities to keep abreast of the field, to learn exciting M- -Jrve- · 

(flUfC ,vr 
new ideas and techniques, and to be invigorated by contact with -ethef edue~ eJVe,, 

e::./ flv,, atl,v..s 

6 ! -lhc Ir Cell qJveJ. 
@: AJJ JJ f. ToJ-icr trnpGVlfmud ;~ "The p/;n ,rrid JI/~ -fr svh.tf.,11h;:,I oppit"lvn1hv 1-.p/((t. 

·fir iP<hCfJ -h be (/IJ79e,J ,,, 11,, pl:>nn,'751 pfHW ifl } dcctJ/t11 -rrpk1';) >lxrvr ihe NllJrc, o cSc: appur--/vn1hrJ 
JJ well JJ 1hr1r c~ntv,f_ '-t lud1n) flicm J rdy1'7 ,n -Mw- f.ctJ cxpc11tnce Jfld c,cpCl'foe ... • 



At the Continental L~evel~ c ;in @ :t. 
As an ever-increasing umber of communities are engaged in the creation and implementation of 
their individual plans, e major continental institution~sorganizations be.gin to address 
professional development from their own vantage poin ·. · s effort should be spearheaded by 
those seminaries, colleges, and universities that offer d~ Wes in Jewish education; by the 
denominational movements; and by those national organizations whose primary mission is 
Jewish education. 

In collaboration with communal efforts, such educational institutions and organizations should 
design their own plans to conceptualize in-service training elements for the field. They could also 
contribute to building the profession of Jewish education by: energetically recruiting candidates 
for careers in Jewish education; developing new sources of personnel; expanding training 
opportunities in North America and Israel; creating professional development opportunities for 
educational leaders; advocating improved salaries and benefits; making possible career tracks in 
Jewish education; and empowering educators to have an influence on the curriculum, teaching 
methods, and educational philosophy of the institutions in which they work. 

The Jewish people has survived and flourished because of a remarkable commitment to the 
centrality of teaching and learning. The North American Jewish community has continued this 
commitment, with the result that American Jews are among the most highly educated citizens in 
this country. We need to bring the same expectations to Jewish education as we do to gener~ {-
education, for the sake of ~ unique heritag~ !il~~ean trm1s111it tltr~h our teacherf % o'tfF' 
children. Ovr M A 

(C) Copyright 1994, Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 

Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) 
15 East 26th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10010 
Telephone: (212) 532-2360 

Fax: (212) 532-2646 
[Add logo] 

Text for Box 1: [next to text] 
Box 1. About the Jewish educators of Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee. 

Teachers in the Jewish schools of these communities are predominantly female (84%) and 
American-born (86%). Only 7% were born in Israel, and less than 1 % each are from Russia, 
Germany, England, and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are married. The teachers identify 
with a variety of Jewish religious denominations. Thirty-two percent are Orthodox, and 8% call 
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iur 
themselv itional. Twenty-five percent identify with the Conservative movement; 31 % see 
themselv Reform; and the remaining 4% list Reconstructionist and other preferences. 
Twenty- p rcent work full-time in Jewish education (i.e., they reported teaching 30 hours per ~ 
week or more), and about 20% work in more than one school. 

Text for Box 2: [for appendix] 
Box 2. About the study of educators. ~ 

The ClJEStudy of elucators was-eoordinated by the Moaitoriag, Evaluation, ~ 
~EE) team gf CHE. It involved K6~ey of Rea:rly all [ADIEL: WHY ·NOT ; ~ theformal 

Jewish educators in the communi~, and a series of in-depth interviews with a more limited ~ 
sample of educators~ he ~ey fo;fl _;ras WORD IS USED;J.~1CE IN TIHS -

~ 
~ 

~ E] fiom pre~ us~ urve% <d Jewish educat s, with mtU ~stions ad?pted 
~ from the Los Angeles Teacher Survey. ckvc)GpcJ :>ftcr ~!1eW6 e<f9 ~ 

J-v ri ~ @ (µtL: crbn,n 1 ) __ w-~uM1tf ~ 
The survey was a inistered in spring 1993 or fall 1994 to all JHEkttt~nf-l!fj~:!~!J-,eachers at all @ 
Jewish day schools,~lD.gte.g;a,ti-0fHtt schools, and pre-school programs in the three communities. 
General studies teachers in day sc <IDls were not included. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who 
teach Judaica were included. L d ~o unity project directors in each community coordinated ~ 
the survey administration. Teac - ompleted the questionnaires and returned them at their 
schools. (Some teachers who did not receive a survey form at school were mailed a form and a 
self-addressed envelope, and returned their forms by mail.) Over 80% of the teachers in each 
community filled out and returned the questionnaire, for a total of almost 1000 respondents. (A 

._Jldiffereu:t forn1 [ADfEL:i5 TffiS "DIFFEREN I FORM" CORRECT?] was acltm-B:i-sre~~ 
education directors; those data will be analyzed in a future report.) - - - -

0 
The interview questions were designed by the MEF team. Interviews were conducted with @ 
teachers in pre-schools, supplementary schools, and day schools, as well as education directors 
and educators at central agencies and institutions of Jewish higher learning. In total, i26 
educators were interviewed, generally for one to two hours. CIJE field researchers conducted and 
analyzed the interviews. 

The questionnaire form and the interview protocols will be available for public distribution in G@ 
1995. Prde"4" (lf So( 1G l,.9y ,,,J EJ1101'•1\1I Pdrcy 

Dr. .flvJ,u J Uni-rCTJ1~ l1f 111J(t11J1 n - HJJuo~; Dr. 
This policy brief was prepared by CIJE's MEF teamAAdam Gamor Ellen Goldring,~oberta 1 frdfe dr f--

from CIJE staff, the MEF advisory b ard, anqUead~ unity participants. They are especially LoJw~,r 
~ l to the Jewish edicators wh participated in the tudy. :,,.,J AS11<,111e, 

@ ()e;n1 fob~Jy 
Text for Box 3: [next to text] l IJ E t1c/J 'f<.e.1orU1efS, c~1lc,9C- ,t Edvc:,1>,11 

Box 3. According to" ighlights fthe CJF 1990 National Jewish Population Survey," by Dr. 

Dr, 8 

V ;,J\Jrr;,l/- Un1v(l:si3/j 
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Barry Kosmin and colleagues, 22% of men and 38% of women who identify as Jews received no 
Jewish education as children. In contrast, only 10% of the teachers in Atlanta, Baltimore, and 
Milwaukee were not formally educated as Jews in childhood. 

Text for Box 4: [for appendix] 

Box 4. Technical notes. 
In total, 983 teachers responded out of a total population of 1192 in the three communities. In 
general, we avoided sampling inferences (e.g., t-tests) because we are analyzing population 
figures, not samples. Respondents include 302 day school teachers, 392 supplementary school 
teachers, and 289 pre-school teachers. Teachers who work at more than one type of setting were 
categorized according to the setting ( day school, supplementary school, or pre-school) at which 
they teach the most hours ( or at the setting they listed first if hours were the same for two types 
of settings). Each teacher is counted only once. If teachers were counted in all the settings in 
which they teach, the results would look about the same, except that supplementary school 
teachers would look more like day school teachers, because 61 day school teachers also work in 

=~::::::~:::~:~ exclude fr: c~i: ~~ns of percentages. Generally, less than 5% of 
responses were missing for any ne item. exception was the question about certification in 
Jewish education. In ~ i.t:c1l:i.lJ,lll.t: cornrnunit , many teachers left this blank, apparently because 
they were not sure what it meant. - · n th ot..kn.o.\l\LW.hat.th.~ 

-term certifieation meant we1e not themselves eerti-fi , · present-the-psi:G®atage-wh0-said-thef-
were certified out of the total v,<ho returned-the--smve onn'S'='not-01:1t-6f-the-total...wb.o..~ ponEler-
to this item. [AD/EL. Ne MA'f'fflltlt~ b\R:f-F-¥-'FHlS-b-kFFBR-SE~J:=~~ 

WE RE LY NEED TO INCl.,.lf? T? 

I~t,, l 
f r fhtl ,tc.m orrlyJ we A c,,ltul :>fu pr,coif~u. 

,b.J.scJ on the. iibl l"lh(; rdvrncJ the <.Jurvc1 @ 
-Gr/YU .J 1Af-/od ,f the M,1 who (C1fi1Jdcd ~ 

fie 1 vr.rrw1 . 
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FROM: INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu, INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu 
TO: (unknown), 74043,423 

Nessa Rapoport, 74671,3370 
DATE: 10/25/94 11 :43 AM 

Re: data error 

Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Received: from robin.ssc.wisc.edu by dub-img-1 .compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id LAA16736; Tue, 25 Oct 199411 :37:01 -0400 
From: <GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Received: from ssc.wisc.edu by ssc.wisc.edu (PMDF V4.3-7 #6454) 
id <01Hl0V705L469AMEQT@ssc.wisc.edu>; Tue, 25 Oct 1994 10:38:12 CST 

Date: Tue, 25 Oct 1994 10:38:11 -0600 (CST) 
Subject: data error 
To: 74671.3370@compuserve.com 
Cc: 74043.423@compuserve.com 
Message-id: <01 HIOV705URC9AMEQT@ssc.wisc.edu> 
X-VMS-To: NESSA 
X-VMS-Cc: ROBIN 
MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: ?BIT 

Nessa, 

We have a minor error in our numbers and I need a chance to correct it. 
Unfortunately it means we are re-doing figure 1, which Bill is sending 
you (fax to arrive today, FedEx in color to arrive tomorrow). Please 
call if this seems like a problem. My schedule for the near future: 

Tues: Sam-noon -- home (608)233-3757 
~- 5 1 pm-4pm -- teaching 
S-G 4pm-5pm -- office hours (608) 263-7829 

1- 1 
Wed: Sam-noon -- home (608) 233-3757 

afternoon -- either home or Ed Sci (608) 263-4253 

Adam 



FROM: barry holtz, 73321 , 1221 
TO: Nessa, 74671,3370 
DATE: 10/26/94 6:11 PM 

Re: RE: policy brief 

-------- Forwarded Message-------

Subject RE: policy brief 
Date: 25-Oct-94 at 21 :57 
From: Gail Dorph, 73321 ,1217 

To: barry holtz,73321 ,1221 

-------- Forwarded Message -------

Subject: +Postage Due+RE: policy brief 
Date: 25-Oct-94 at 18: 1 O 
From: INTERNET:gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu, INTERNET:gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 

To: Gail Dorph,73321, 1217 

Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Received: from eunice.ssc.wisc.edu by arl-img-2.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id SAA09736; Tue, 25 Oct 1994 18:06:02 -0400 
From: <gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Received: from GAMO.DECnet MAIL11D_V3 by eunice.ssc.wisc.edu; 

id AA 19895; 5.65/42; Tue, 25 Oct 1994 17:03:36 -0500 
Date: Tue, 25 Oct 1994 17:03:36 -0500 
Message-Id: <9410252203.AA 19895@eunice.ssc.wisc.edu> 
To: "73321.1217@compuserve.com"@ssc.wisc.edu 
Subject: RE: policy brief 
(Barry, I don't have Nessa's compu-serve number so please forward this to her. 
don't actually know if she needs it or not). 
I'm sorry, I don't know what the issue is. In my second message, it 
appeared that there wasn't a contradiction so no note was required. 
The numbers were 60% and 60% both ways. (Because of an error that has 
now been xxxx is about to be corrected, it's actually 54% and 54%, but 
there's still no contradiction.) 



FROM: INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu, INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu 
TO: (unknown), 73321, 1217 

(unknown), 73443,3150 
(unknown), 73443,3152 
(unknown), 74104,3335 
Nessa Rapoport, 74671 ,3370 

DATE: 10/26/94 1 :48 PM 

Re: 25 vs 30 hours 

Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Received: from robin.ssc.wisc.edu by arl-img-2.compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id NAA06537; Wed, 26 Oct 1994 13:45:06 -0400 
From: <GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Received: from ssc.wisc.edu by ssc.wisc.edu (PMDF V4.3-7 #6454) 
id <01HIQD031Z8C9AMEUE@ssc.wisc.edu>; Wed, 26 Oct 1994 12:45:59 CST 

Date: Wed, 26 Oct 1994 12:45:59 -0600 (CST) 
Subject: 25 vs 30 hours 
To: 73321 .1217@compuserve.com 
Cc: GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu, 74671.3370@compuserve.com, 

73443.3152@compuserve.com, 73443.3150@compuserve.com, 
7 4104.3335@compuserve.com 

Message-id: <01 HIQD0328Vl9AMEUE@ssc.wisc.edu> 
X-VMS-To: GAIL 
X-VMS-Cc: GAMORAN, ELLEN, NESSA, JULIE, ROBERTA, BILL 
MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: 781T 

We now have the data to make a change, if we want to, in our definition 
of part-time vs. full-time work. In the current research brief this is 
a minor issue: it only affects the figure on "career perceptions", where 
we show that 72% of full-time and 54% of part-time teachers think Jewish 
ed is their career. If we change the definition to 25 hours or more 
(instead of 30 hours or more), these numbers would be 69% and 54%. Note 
that the proportion of part-time teachers who think Jewish ed is their 
career is the same either way. This means that of teachers who teach 
between 25 and 30 hours per week, the proportion must be 54%. When that 
group is included with the full-timers, it pulls down their figure a bit. 

For a brief on careers, salaries, and benefits, I think we should move 
away from the part-time/full-time distinction, and refer to perceptions 
and earnings of those who teach different numbers of hours, such as 
1-3 hours, 4-12 hours, 13-24 hours, 25 or more, something like that. 
I recognize that the distinction between those who teach 1-3 hours and 
other part-timers is a really important one. 

For the current document, I favor leaving it as is. It is a minor issue, 
it is (more or less) consistent with what we've been reporting so far, and 
those who teach 25-30 hours are more like those who teach fewer than 25 
hours than they are like those who teach more than 30 hours in their 
perceptions of Jewish education as a career. 



Comments? 
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FROM: INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu, INTERNET:GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu 
TO: Nessa Rapoport, 74671 ,3370 
DATE: 10/28/94 8:10 PM 

Re: a minor error 

Sender: gamoran@ssc.wisc.edu 
Received: from robin.ssc.wisc.edu by dub-img-1 .compuserve.com (8.6.4/5.940406sam) 

id VAA20568; Fri, 28 Oct 1994 21 :03:44 -0400 
From: <GAMORAN@ssc.wisc.edu> 
Received: from ssc.wisc.edu by ssc.wisc.edu (PMDF V4.3-7 #6454) 
id <01HITLTUOAPK9AMEYL@ssc.wisc.edu>; Fri, 28 Oct 1994 20:04:50 CST 

Date: Fri, 28 Oct 1994 20:04:50 -0600 (CST) 
Subject: a minor error 
To: 74671 .3370@compuserve.com 
Message-id: <01 HITL TUOKD69AMEYL@ssc.wisc.edu> 
X-VMS-To: NESSA 
MIME-version: 1.0 
Content-type: TEXT/PLAIN; CHARSET=US-ASCII 
Content-transfer-encoding: ?BIT 

In the technical notes, we say the survey was administered in the spring 
of 1993 or fall of 1994. That's obviously wrong since we are still in 
the fall of 1994 ! It should be the spring of 1993 or the fall of 1993. 
We can correct this at the proofs stage if it's already in production. 

(Julie caught this mistake.) 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

Date sent: 11/1/94 

To: Ellen Goldrlng 

Time sent: 3:15 pm 

OrganlzaUon: CIJE • Harvard Principals' Center Seminar 

Phone Number: 

Fax Number: 617-495-5900 

COMMENTS: 

No. of Pages (Incl cover~ 12 

From: Nessa Rapoport 

Phone Number: 212-532-2360 

Fax Number: 212-532-2646 

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY TO ELLEN GOLDRING AT THE CIJE - HARVARD 
PRINCIPALS' CENTER SEMINAR. 

PLEASE CALL UPON RECEIPT OF THIS FAX. 

THANK YOU 



Date sent 11/1/94 

To: Adam Gamoran 

OrganlzaUon: 
Phone Number: 

Fu Number: 608-265-5389 

COMMENTS: 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

Time sent 3:15 pm No. of Pages (Incl cover~ 12 

From: Nessa Rapoport 

Phone Number: 212-532-2360 

Fu Number: 212-532-2646 

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY TO ADAM GAMORAN. 

PLEASE CALL UPON RECEIPT OF THIS FAX. 

THANK YOU 



Just as it is a man's duty to teach his child, so it is his duty to teach his grandson, as it is said: 
"Make them known unto your children and your children's children" (Deut. 4:9). This obligation 
is to be fulfilled not only towards a son and grandson. A duty rests on every scholar in Israel to 
teach all disciples (who seek instruction from him), even if they are not his chidlren .. As it is 
said: "And you shall teach them diligently unto your children" (Deut. 6:7). On traditional 
authority, the term "your children" includes disciples, for disciples, too, are called children, as it 
is said: "And the sons of the prophets came forth." 

--Hilchot Talmud Torah, Rambam, Ch. 1, Halakhah 2 



"Immersing yourself in Torah for its own sake sustains the entire world. 11 

I,/' 



Nov. 1, 1994 

Dear Adam and Ellen: 

Here is the policy brief, designed. To get a real sense of the layout, you might want to look at the 
pages as double-spreads, beginning with the overview on the left, which faces page 1 on the 
right. I have nQ1 yet proofread the text, but have already marked up the missing box and figure 
citations, as you'll see. 

P. 3: The figure currently called "In-service Workshops Attended." That is the term we use in the 
overview, and I'm happy to leave it as is, particularly given the time constraints. But, as I noted 
to Adam on e-mail, at one point I seem to have deleted the term "In-service" from the title of that 
figure, based on what was then the final version, around the time of the board meeting. Let me 
know the verdict on this one. 

In addition: "A Plan for Action" is being laid out differently, so that "In Communities" is on p. 5 
and "At the Continental Level" begins at the top of p. 6. There will still be a lot of white space on 
p. 6, but it is the end of the document. P. 7, "About the CIJE Study ... " and the technical notes are 
a fold-out from p. 6; that's how we got around the space problem. 

On p. 7, Alan raises the point that the sentence "They are grateful for suggestions from the MEF 
Academic Advisory Committee" makes it sound as if the committee's sole input was 
"suggestions" for this one brief. He feels that the term "suggestions" sounds like a slight. (I, too, 
think it sounds very minor.) Since the committee was advising on the entire study, it seems more 
appropriate to say something like "They are grateful for the guidance of the MEF Academic 
Advisory Committee." Please give me your thoughts on this point. 

Last: On the back, in addition to the CIJE address that you see, we will list the current board, 
staff and consultants. 

Notwithstanding the pressures of the day, all ofus should read this with as much care as we can 
muster, as tomorrow it will be delivered to the printer. 

I expect to talk to Adam either tonight at home (212-873-8385, or Tobi will tell you where I am) 
or early tomorrow morning. Ellen, whenever you can reach me: I'll be at work today until at least 
6, and am happy to stay past then if that's a good time for you. Otherwise, try me at home. 

As always, many, many thanks. 

Nessa 
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IN 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Morton L. Mandel 

From: Alan D. Hoffmann 

Date: November 2, 1994 

Re: CIJE Policy Brief 

Nessa, Adam, and Ellen have been working around the clock, together with the graphic designer, 
to get this policy brief ready and printed in time for the GA -- and then sent in final language to 
the Jewish press this week so that editors are prepared a week before the GA. 

I am absolutely delighted by the enclosed copy of the brief, its language, format, and aesthetics. 
Nessa has also had to manage getting sign-off from Seymour and Annette, while coaxing Adam 
and Ellen through many drafts. She has done a magnificent job: The language is now much 
more policy-oriented than the original. 

We now have 20+ copies in New York, ready to be sent to editors of the major Jewish papers by 
FedEx tomorrow. We have also been interviewed by the Jewish Telegraphic Agency (JT A), and 
their reporter may be developing a story for the wire. 

Although we are on a terribly short deadline, I wanted to speak to you tomorrow morning before 
sending these off. I'm at the Harvard seminar and will try to arrange a call with Stella for the 
morning. 

Our Friday call will proceed as planned. I look forward to speaking with you. 

Alan 



Date sent 11/2194 

To: Morton L Mandel 

Organization: 

Phone Number: 

Fu Number: 407-844-2147 

COMMENTS: 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

Time sent No. of Pages (Incl cover): 12 

From; Alan D. Hoffmann 

Phone Number: 212-532-2360 

Fu Number: 212-532-2646 



Date sent: 11/2/94 

To: Dr. Seymour Fox 

Organlzatton: 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES 
IN 

JEWISH EDUCATION 

FAX COVER SHEET 

Time sent: No. of Pages (Incl cover~ 11 

From: Nessa Rapoport 

Phone Number: 202-628-9100 

Fax Number: 202-637-7326 

Phone Number: 212-532-2360 

Fax Number: 212-532-2646 

COMMENTS: 
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY TO 

DR. SEYMOUR FOX 
GUEST 

Here, as you requested, are the proofs of the Policy Brief. I expect to go to press 
tomorrow. 



Alan: It's 4 PM, and here's where I'm at. Within 1/2 hour I will go to Liz's studio for the rest of 
the afternoon. From there, providing all goes according to plan, I will: 
Proof the b&w and sign off. 
Fax it to MLM with your cover note. 
Fax it to Seymour. 
Fax it to you with this note, your MLM cover note, and a draft of the press release. I have NOT 
been able to draft the letter for the editors, so please call my office at 11: 15 PM and give me your 
fax schedule tomorrow, as accurately as you can. I'll draft the letter from home tonight and fax it 
to you as early as I can; just tell me where you are faxable tomorrow during the day. 

You are on to call MLM tomorrow at 10:30. 

Tomorrow morning: 
I'll have the b&w copied downstairs in 50+ clean copies. 
You'll get back to me the revised press release. (See my note on the press release, below.) NOTE: 
Whatever changes you send me, print very legibly, as the fax makes it hard to read. 
I'll fax you a draft of the cover letter to editors and hear back from you when you can. 
You also need to send me language for a cover note from you to accompany the group fax to: 
Chaim, Ruth, Steve Chervin, Roberta, Bill, and Julie; as well as Adam, Ellen, Ginny, and Danny 
(I can fax under my own name to the latter, if you prefer). 
When I get word from you about your call with Mort, I'll call Mark Joffe to let him know what's 
going on--and find out from him what IT A's plans are. 

NOTE on the press release: It's now just over 2 pages. I tried to keep it short and originally 
thought we should not go over 3 pages. On the other hand, the Seminary model from which I 
worked was 5 pages long--and it was picked up as an article, almost to the word. So, at this 
minute's thought: Maybe we should flesh it out. Let me know what you think the missing pieces 
are, in that case. I made many judgment calls, which you can feel free to overrule. What you 
need to think about is: If a paper printed only this press release as an article, would it do justice 
to the brief? To CUE? To Mort? To Adam and Ellen? Specifically, could the lead communities 
live with it, if it were replicated as is in their papers? (It probably wouldn't be, but just in case ... . 
And it certainly couJd be read to people in those cities or faxed to them, so we need to take that 
into account.) 

Further notes: The researchers are not named or mentioned; it's just too much, but Ad/El would 
not be happy. Will that be in an issue in the three communities? (I doubt it will matter anywhere 
else.) There's no mention of Rubinstein, because that's not the main news, and I intend to put it in 
my cover letter. I didn't write "The GA of the CJF" (spelled out) when I referred to the GA, 
because it was too cumbersome. But all of this is up for grabs. If there is anything extraneous I 
could put in the letter instead of the press release, I'll be glad to do that. Mostly, the press release 
must be provocative, simple to understand, and as much a news story as possible. 

I'll work with Robin tomorrow to get these overnight for Friday delivery to approx. 31 papers, 
with a press release, cover letter, and CIJE brochure. I'll customize the letter for the three 
communities. I'll call as many editors as I can to let them know it's coming. And Robin and I will 



fax it to the agreed-upon people with your cover note; they will then have it tomorrow. 

Note: I called Frank Strauss again today. Had to leave a message; still no word! Think through 
what to do about that. I now must know if I can extend the deadline past Nov. 9, as it won't go 
out to the printer until tomorrow. By the way, turn through the pages one more time to be sure 
there's no catastrophe I missed. 

If you need me after tomorrow, you can find me at the newly established Jewish Professionals' 
Mental Health Rehabilitation Center. 

Nessa 



For Immediate Release Contact: Nessa Rapoport 
Telephone: (212) 532-2360, ext. 408 
Fax: (212) 532-2646 

Major new study of Jewish educators 
Finds serious lack of training alongside 

Surprising commitment 

NEW YORK -- A new in-depth study of all the Jewish educators in 

Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee reveals that teachers have far less 

professional background and in-service training than is commonly expected of 

teachers in general education. In an unexpected finding, the majority of teachers 

in day schools, supplementary schools, and pre-schools are strongly committed 

to Jewish education as a career. 

According to the policy brief on the "Background and Professional 

Training of Teachers in Jewish Schools," to be released fonnally by the Council 

for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) on November 17 at the General 

Assembly in Denver, the findings offer an obvious first step in the Jewish 

community's continuity crisis: investment in comprehensive in-service training 

for current Jewish educators. 

"At the intersection of teachers' lack of training and their devotion to 

teaching is a major opportunity for North American Jewry," said Afan 

Hoffmann, executive director of CIJE. "There are solutions in Jewish 

education." [Catchy quote from you, Alan, like your Times quote.] 



Among the findings: 

* Over 80% of the teachers surveyed lacked professional training 
either in education or in Judaica-or in both. 

* Almost 30% of teachers in supplementary schools had no Jewish 
schooling after the age of 13. 

* Ten percent of the teachers in Jewish pre-schools are not Jewish; 
in one community, the figure is as high as 21 %. 

* Forty percent of Judaica teachers in day schools have neither a 
degree in Jewish studies nor certification as Jewish educators, and yet they 
attend fewer than 2 in-service workshops a year on average. (This is one
sixth the requirement for state-licensed teachers in the state of Wisconsin, 
for example.) 

* And yet, fifty-nine percent of the teachers view Jewish education as 
their career. Only 6% plan to seek positions outside Jewish education in the 
near future. 

The policy brief, the first of a series based on the CIJE Study of 

Educators, delineates a plan for action that every North American Jewish 

community can undertake to improve its teaching personnel. 

The complete study, conducted by Dr. Adam Gamoran, Professor of 

Sociology and Educational Policy Studies at the University of Wisconsin, and 

Dr. Ellen Goldring, Professor of Educational Leadership and Associate Dean of 

Peabody College of Education at Vanderbilt University, will be available in 

1995. 

CIJE was established to implement the conclusions of the Commission 

on Jewish Education in North America (1988-90). CIJE's chair, Morton L. 



Mandel, of Cleveland, Ohio, is a former president of the Council of Jewish 

Federations (CJF) and a leading philanthropist in the field of Jewish education. 

### 
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Nov. 2, 1994 

Here's a draft of the letter for your changes. 

Alan: NEED FAX # 

Dear Mort: 

Nessa, Adam, and Ellen have been working around the clock, together with the graphic designer, 
to get this policy brief ready to be printed in time for the GA -- and sent in final language to the 
Jewish press this week so that the editors are prepared the week before the GA. 

I am absolutely delighted by the brief, its language, format, and aesthetics. Nessa has also had to 
manage getting sign-off from Seymour and Annette, while coaxing Adam and Ellen through 
many drafts. She has done a magnificent job: The language is now much more policy-oriented 
than the original. [Alan: Isn't this a bit hyperbolic for his style?!] 

We have 2o+ copies in New York, ready to be sent to the editors of the major Jewish papers by 
Fedex tomorrow morning. We have also had an interview with Jewish Telegraphic Agency 
(JTA). 

Although we are on a terribly short deadline, I wanted to speak to you tonight before sending 
these off tomorrow. I'm at the Harvard seminar and will arrange a call some time this evening. 

Our Friday call will proceed as planned. Looking forward to speaking with you. 

Alan: How to sign? 

Alan: The above is a letter for faxing tonight. It is now after 12:45 pm; Liz has only now returned 
from the doctor. If she succeeds in pulling out a clean b&w copy that I have proofed and in my 
hands in the office by 5, we can send this letter and the document to Mort. I am still shooting for 
that. 

lfl do not have it by 5, this letter's language would still work for Thursday, I believe. That would 
also mean delaying the papers' receipt of the material till Monday: En mah la'asot. 

I have faxed Carl re the brief and have a call in to Frank re the real deadline and the actual count. 
I am holding off calling Mark Joffe (JTA) until the afternoon, when I have a clearer sense of our 
schedule. I may not call him until tqmorrow. 

When I have the final b&w, here are the people I am meant to send it to, so far. Please add or 
comment: 

Seymour, if I have it today. (Alan: By tomorrow, will it be too late for him to use it or should I 
still send it to the Willard Hotel?) Adam feels strongly that Chaim, Ruth, and Steve Chervin must 



receive it no later than the papers get it, and certainly before the GA. Adam and Ellen will get a 
clean copy as well. And I'll send it to Ginny. Anyone else (besides Mort)? Shouldn't our three 
researchers get it now? Or should we wait until we send the letter to the board next week? What 
about Annette--can she get the b&w when she comes to us next week? And how about Danny P.? 
Steve Hoffman's on our staff: Does he need to see a b&w ahead of the GA? And if yes, then what 
about Chuck? Think this through with me. 

In any case, please change and sign-off on this letter, so that ifwe ~o ahead, I'm prepared. 

As for the quote, the line you gave me is in fact the close of the quote my father-in-law gave me 
yesterday. Even without the problem of the Hebrew type, I cannot find a way to make it 
comprehensible in English. For example: 

"And you shall teach them diligently to your children." The sages teach us that "your children" 
includes your students. 

Pretty flat, no? Or, if you lengthen the quote to include the whole: 

"Just as it is a man's duty to teach his child, so it is his duty to teach his grandson, as it is written: 
"Make them known to your children and your children's children." This obligation is to be 
fulfilled not only toward a son and grandson. Every scholar is obligated to teach all his students, 
even if they are not his children. As it is written: "And you shall teach ... " Etc., as above. 

And this is quite apart from the old his/her dilemma. My conclusion is that it's a wonderful text 
to teach, but when I picture it on the back, for 4,000 lay people, the English seems condensed and 
hard to decode. 

I'm now going to take a crack at a press release and cover letter. At some point fairly soon, I'll 
have to go to Liz's studio to review the changes and input any new ones. I may not complete 
drafts of the press release and letter until tomorrow. And I don't feel comfortable making calls to 
the editors until I know where we are. I'll update you this aft., but let's be sure to know where we 
stand by 5 today. Can you call in around then? Or let me know where to find you. 



Table 1. Teachers' Experience in Jewish Education 

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE Percentage of Teachers 

One year or less 6% 

Two to five years 27% 

six to ten years 29% 

Eleven to twenty years 24% 

More than twenty years 14% 

,. 
/ 



Table 2. Teachers' Backgrounds in General Education 

Degree in Education 
SETTING From Universit:i: From Teachers' Institute 

Day School 48% 19% 

Supplementary 47% 6% 

Pre- School 47% 15% 

ALL SCHOOLS 48% 12% 

!worked in 
General Education 

I 

I 
48% 

55% 

50% 

51% 



Table 3. Teachers' Backgrounds in Jewish Studies 

Certified in Major in 
SETTING Jewish Education Jewish Studies 

Day School 40% 37% 

Supplementary 18% 12% 

Pre-School 10% 4% 

ALL SCHOOLS 22% 17% 
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November 3, 1994 

Bertram Korn 
Jewish Exponent 
226 South 16 St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19102 

Dear Bertram Korn: 

Cl IE rrt~::: 
Jewish 
Education 

------' 

'Jl~t')- ~ere 1r o .. \~NY1ple 

.p ~c/er fur y~}J 

The first dramatic findings of a new in-depth study of North American Jewish 
educators will be presented at a forum at the CJF General Assembly, on 
November 17, at 3:45 PM. 

The Minister of Education of the State of Israel, the Hon. Amnon Rubinstein, will 
come especially to join the study's authors, Dr. Adam Gamoran, of the University 
of Wisconsin, and Dr. Ellen Goldring, of Vanderbilt University, to discuss the 
findings. Prof. Rubinstein will delineate a new partnership between Israel and 
North America for the training of Jewish educators. 

The forum will be chaired by Morton L. Mandel, a leading philanthropist 
committed to Jewish education. Alan Hoffinann, executive director of CUE, will 
complete the discussion with "From Data to Action," outlining crucial next steps 
for revitalizing Jewish education within communities. 

Attached is an advance copy of the policy brief, "Background and Professional 
Training of Teachers in Jewish Schools," which will be released formally by CUE 
at the GA. The brief is based on the most extensive research initiative currently 
undertaken in the field of Jewish education: a two-year study of all the classroom 
educators in Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, the three lead communities 
chosen as pilot sites by CIJE. We believe the profiJe of teachers offered by the 
study resembles that of most American Jewish communities. 

As you know, Jewish identity and continuity have dominated the Jewish agenda, 
both locally and nationally. In the intense re-examination of priorities in which the 
American Jewish community has been engaged, Jewish education is increasingly 
viewed as a key avenue to Jewish commitment. 

P.O. Box 94553. Cleveland. Ohio 44101 • Phone, (216) 391-1852 • fax: (216) 391•5430 
IJE4st f6t/JStreeL New 'ror~. NY /00/0--/579 • Phone: (ili)JJNJ60 • Fu.-(ili)JJi-1/646 



The policy brief highlights a central problem in North American Jewish 
education--the insufficient preparation of teachers in Jewish schools--and presents 
a concrete plan for action, a clear first step in addressing the continuity crisis by 
creating comprehensive professional development for teachers. The brief also 
offers several surprises that question widely-held assumptions on which past 
policy has been based. 

Many Jewish communities have set up local continuity commissions, which are 
engaged in an effort to address issues of Jewish identity and continuity at a local 
level. This policy brief has direct implications for the priorities and allocations 
within .individual Jewish communities. 

The GA forum promises to be both Jjvely and provocative. If you plan to attend, 
we can arrange some private time before the forum with the Hon. Amnon 
Rubinstein, Morton Mandel, Ors. Gamoran and Goldring, and Alan Hoffmann for 
questions about the study and its implications for your community. 

This policy brief has not yet been publicly distributed. We are sending you this 
material in advance of the GA because we believe that these findings will be very 
influential--community by community-in building the profession of Jewish 
educators in a meaningful way. 

Please let me know if you need more information. 

Best, 

Nessa Rapoport 





CIJE: 
A Catalyst 
for Change 

aunched in 1990, the Coundl for 

Initiatives in Jewish Education (CIJE) is 

an independent organization dedicated to 

the revitalization of Jewish education across 

North America through comprehensive, 

systemic reform. Through strategic planning 

and the management of change, CIJE 

initiates reform by working in partnership 

with individual communities, local federa

tions, continental organizations, denom

inational movements, foundations, and 

educational institutions. CIJE focuses on 

critical educational issues which will 

ultimately impact on the future of Jewish 

life, for Jewish education is a cornerstone 

of meaningful Jewish continuity. 

1 



The CIJB 
Strategic 
Agenda 

CUE was established to implement rhe 

recommendations of the Mandel Cornmis
sion on Jewish Education in North America, 

a distinguished coa lition o r community 
and found.ation leaders, scholars, educators, 

and rabbis from all denominations. Arter 
deliberating for eighteen months about how 

to "enlarge the scope, raise the standards, 
and improve the qualiry of Jewish education," 

the Commission concluded in June 1990 that 
educational reform depends foremost on 
the achievement of two vital tasks: building 

the profession of Jewish education and 

mobilizing communiry suppon for Jewish 

education and continuity. These are the 
building blocks of the CIJE agenda. 

■ Building the Profession 

2 

Although there are many talented educators 

involved in Jewish education, the system 
suffers from a shortage of quality teachers, 

principals, educationaJ directors, camp 
di rectors, and other professionals committed 

to the field, in both formal and infom1al 
settings. CIJE's efforts to enhance the Jewish 

educational profession are multi-pronged. 

On the local level. CIJE strategizes with 
communities to develop plans and initiate 

action to recruit new educators and to offer 
better salaries and benefits, ongoing profes

sional development programs, and career 



track opportunities. Simultaneously, CIJE 
serves as an intermediary with universities, 

training institutions, and continental agencies 
to create innovative programs to build an 
infrastructure for attracting excellent people 
to che field. 

■ Mobilizing Community Support 

3 

One essential element of community mobiliza
tion is significant new funding, another is 
leadership. CIJE promotes local efforts to attract 
a new generation of leaders committed to 

Jewish education and to recruit and build 
"wall-to-wall coalitions"-community leaders 
in tandem with educators, academic specialists, 

philanthropists, and rabbis, with all segments 
of the community represented-to support 

and sustain reform. CUE also works to develop 
a cadre of leaders at the continental level 
who will be advocates for Jewish education. 

o demonstrate these interrelated principles 
in concrete ways, CIJE has established lead 
communities - laboratories for change-where 
CIJE staff works closely with lay and profes

sional leaders. In these cities, CUE seeks to 

showcase the positive resi11ts that emerge when 
personnel and community issues in Jewish 
education are taken seriously. Atlanta, 
Baltimore, and Milwaukee were selected in 

Fall 1992 as the initial lead communities. 

CIJE's next step is to widen its efforts and form 

new partnerships, disseminating the lessons 
learned in the lead communities to communi
ties across North America. 
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Reform 
Through 

Thoughtful 
Action 

4 

CIJE sees itself as an architect for reform
planning an innovative strategic desjgn for 

Jewish education and working with others 

to implement it. If building the profession 
and mobilizing community support are the 

foundations of CIJE's plan, its support 

projects are the pillars: 

Documenting Success
The Best Practices Project 

Throughout North America there are exam

ples of successful Jewish education-outstand
ing early childhood programs, supplementary 

schools, day schools, summer camps, adult 

education, and other venues of Jewish 
education that do work. CIJE researchers are 

identifying and documenting successful 
models; published guides based on their work 

analyze and explore how such models can 
be translated t0 other educational settings. 

Through the Best Practices Project, CIJE is 

funher.ing the understanding of the compo

nents of excellence. 

Building "Vision-Driven" 
Institutions-The Goals Project 

The Goals Project is a CIJE initiative toward 

the development and actualization of visions 
and goals for Jewish educational instirutions. 
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Some educational institutions have underly

ing, but often unspoken, visions of what 

they seek to accomplish; many others need 

to generate a comprehensive vision of their 

mission. When visions and goals are clarified, 

communicated, and put into action, they can 

play a significant role in shaping the educa

tional experience. Through the Goals Project, 

CIJE engages educational institutions and 

the local comm.unity in a process of learning, 

reflection, and analysis to define their institu

tional vision, understand its -educational 

implications, and use that kn owledge in set

ting priorities and planning. An important 

aim of the Project is to create a climate in 

communities that encourages and supports 

serious attention to this process. 

■ Creating a Framework for 
Educationa] Research 

Ongoing analysis and research informs 

and supports all of CIJE's efforts. A leader in 

bringing professional tools of mon itoring 

and evaluation to Jewish education, CIJE 

is involved with research on two levels: 

building a comprehensive research agenda 

for Jewish education and using cutting-edge 

techniques to evaluate its ongoing projects 

in the field. In its work with the lead 

communities, CIJE moves responsively 

from research to analysis to action. 



CIJB At Work: 
A New Vision 

of Jewish 
Education 

6 

CIJE's staff includes experienced educators, 

consultants, and internation ally-renowned 

experts in the areas of Jewish and general 

education,,community planning, Judaic 

Studies, educational philosophy, research, 

leadership, and organizational change. They 
bring the latest thinking in their fields to 

the endeavor of Jewish education. 

Engaged in efforts with communities across 

North America and with a wide range of 

communal organizations, foundations, 

universities, and denominational movements, 

CIJE is bringing together a new alliance of 
talented people committed to its agenda of 

Jewish educational reform_ CIJE is forging 

new connections, developing effective means 

to join forces toward a common goal. 

Through its innovative approach and strategic 

partnerships, CIJE seeks to demonstrate the 

significant breakthroughs that are possible 

when funding, planning, and leadership 

coalesce on behalf of Jewish education. 
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A new two-year study of Jewish educators 

in three North American communities offers a 

striking assessment of teachers' preparation and 

professional development in day schools, 

supplementary schools, and pre-schools. 



Background and Professional Training 
of Teachers in Jewish Schools 

OVERVIEW 

A new two-year study of Jewish educators in 

three North American communities offers a 

striking assessment of teachers' preparation 

and professional development in day schools, 

supplementary schools, and pre-schools. 

Over 80% of the teachers surveyed lacked 

professional training e ither in education or in 

Judaica-or in both. Yet teachers receive little 

in-service rraining to overcome their lack of 

background, far less than is commonly 

expected of teachers in general education. 

In day schools, 40% of Judaica teachers have 

neither a degree in Jewish studies nor certifi

cation as Jewish educators, yet these teachers 

attend fewer than 2 in-service workshops a 

year on average. 

In supplementary schools, dose to 80% of the 

teachers h ave neither a degree in Jewish stud

ies nor certification as Jewish educators. 

In-service opponunities are infrequent and 

usually not connected to each other in a com

prehensive plan for professional development. 

Pre-school teachers are the least prepared in 

Jewish content when they enter their posi

tions. Although early childhood educators 

have more staff development opportunities 

because of state-mandated licensing require

ments, even these are not sufficient to com

pensate for their limited backgrounds. 

Moreover, 10% of these teachers are nor 

Jewish; in one community the figure is as 

high as 21 %. 

And yet, in all settings, the study shows that 

teachers are strongly committed to Jewish 

education as a career. They are enthusiastic 

and devoted to working with children and to 

contributing to the Jewish people. 

This finding presents a compelling argumem 

for addressing a cenu·al problem identified by 

the study: the insufficient preparation of 

teachers. Research in the field of education 

indicates that carefully crafted in-service 

training can indeed improve the quality of 

teaching. 

Given the commitment of the teaching 

force in Jewish schools, investment in 

well-designed professional development for 

teachers can make a decisive difference, 

yielding rich rewards for the entire North 

American Jewish community. 

A comprehensive plan to improve the in-ser

vice training of Jewish educators will even-

1 ually have 10 be combined witb an ambi• 

tious and systematic plan to improve the 

recruitment and training of educators before 

they emer the field. 

This policy brief is the first of a series based 011 

The CIJE Study of Educators. The complete 

study will be available in 1995. 

The CIJB Study of Educators 

Research Team: 
Dr. Adam Gamoran 
Professor of Sodology and Educational Policy Studies 

University of Wisconsin, Madison 

Or. EUen Goldring 
Professor of Educational Leadership and Assodate Dean 

Peabody College o f Education, Vanderbilt University 

Roberta Louis Goodman 
Field Researcher 

BilJ Robinson 
Field Researcher 

Dr. Julie Tammivaara 
Field Researcher 



The Jewish community of North America is 

facing a crisis of major proportions. Large numbers of 

Jews have lost interest in Jewish values, ideals, 

and behavior. The responsibility for developing 

Jewish identity and instilling a commitment 

to Judaism ... now rests primarily with education. 

- A Time to Act 

n November 1990. Lhe Commission on Jewish 
Education in Nonh America released A Time to Act, 
a repon calling for dramatic change in the scope, 

standards, and quality of Jewish education on 

this continent. It conduded that the revitalization 

of Jewish education-whatever the setting or 
age group-will depend on two essential tasks: 

building the profession of Jewish education; 
and mobilizing community support for 
Jewish education. The Council for Initiatives 

in Jewish Education (CUE) was established to 

implement the Commission's condusions. 

Since 1992, CUE has been working wirh 
three communities-Arlama, Baltimore, and 

Teachers in the Jewish schools of these communities are predominantly female 
(84%) and American-born (86%). Only 7% were bom in Israel, and less t han 1% 
each are from Russia, Germany, England, and Canada. The large majority, 80%, are 
married. The teachers identify with a variety of Jewish religious denominations. 
Thirty-two percent are Orthodox, and 8% call themselves traditional. Twenty-five 
percent identify with the Conservative movement; 31 % see themselves as Reform; 
and the remaining 4% list Reconstructlonist and other preferences- Thirty-two per
cent work full-time in Jewish education (i.e .• they reported working 25 hours per 
week or more), and about 20% work in more than one school. 

B ox 1 

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF 
TEACHERS IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

Trained in 
Both 19% 

Trained In 
Jewish Studies 12 % 

l 

Trained In 
Education 35% 

Trained in 
Neither 34% 

Fig. I 

Milwaukee-to create models of systemic change 

at Lhe local level. A centra l tenet of CJJE is that 
policy decisions in education must be informed by 

solid data. These communities boldly engaged in 
a pioneering, comprehensive study of their 
educational personnel in day schools. supplemen

tary sch<>ols. and pre-schools. All the educa tional 
directors and classroom teachers were surveyed, 

and a sample of each was interviewed in depth. 

The goal: To create a communal plan of action to 
build the profession of Jewish education in ead1 
communi1y and thereby develop a model for 

North American Jewish communities Lhat wish 
Lo embark on this process. 

l\vo years later, the initial results of this study are 

illuminating not only for the three communities 

hut as a catalyst for reexamining rl1e personnel of 
Jewish education throughout Nonh America. 

Despite the differences among these communities, 
the findings in each are similar enough that we 

believe the profile or Jewisb educators orrered by 
the srudy is likely to resemble those of many other 

communities. 

This policy brief summarizes the srudy's Gndings 

in a critical area: the background and professional 
training of teachers in Jewish schools (Box 1). 

Are teachers in 

Jewish schools 
trained as Jewish 

educators? 

M ost are not (Fig. I ). The survey indicates 
that only 19% have professional training in both 

education and Jewish studies. (ln The CIJE Study of 

Educalors. training in education is defined as a 
university or teacher's institute degree in education; 

training in Jewish studies is defined as a college or 
seminary degree in Jewish studies, or, alternatively. 

cenification in Jewish educa1ion.) Thi rty-fi ve percent 
have a degree in education buc not in Jewish studies. 

Twelve percent have a degree in Jewish studies but 
not in education. And 34% lack professional 

training in both education a nd Jewish Sllldies. 



Does the teachers' 

training differ 
according 

to educational 

setting? 

What Jewish 
education did 
the teachers 

receive as 
children? 

G enerally, yes. 

Training in education: Over 40% of teache1·s in 
each setting (pre-school, day school, and su pple

memary school) reported university degrees in 

education (Table 1). An additional l5 % to 17% 

of pre-school and day school teachers have educa

tion degrees [rom teacher's institutes, as do 5% 

of supplementary school teachers. (These institutes 

are usually one- or two-year programs in lleu of 

university study.) 

TEACHERS'BACKGROUNDSIN 
GENERAL EDUCATION 

Degree in Education 

Settin From Universi From Teachers Institute 

Day School 43% 17% 

Supplementary 41% 5% 

Pre-school 46% 15% 

All Schools 43% 11% 

Table l 

Amost all the teachers received some Jewish 

education as children, but [or many the education 

was minimal. Before age 13, 25% of supplementary 

school teachers and 40 % of pre-sd100J tead1ers 

attended religious school only once a week; 11 % 

TEACHERS' JEWISH EDUCATION BEFORE 13 

Day School 

Two Day21 % 

None 6% 

Day School 62 % 

Supplementary School Pre-school 

None 11% 
One Day40% 

Fig .. 2 Two Day 40% Day School 24% Two Day 23% 

TEACHERS'BACKGROUNDSIN 
JEWISH STUDIES 

Certified in Major in 
Setting Jewish Education Jewish Studies 

Day School 40% 37% 

Supplementary 18% 12% 

Pre-school 10% 4 % 

All Schools 22% 17% 

Table 2 

Training in Jewish studies: Day school tead1ers 

of Judaica are more likely than teachers in other 

settings to have post-secondary rraining in Jewish 

studies. StiJJ, only 4-0% of day school Judaica 

teachers are cerrified as Jewish educators; 37% 

have a degree in Jewish studies from a college. 

graduate school, or rabbinic seminary (Table 2 ). 

In supplementary and pre-schools, the proportions 

are much ~mailer. Overall, only 31 % of the 
tead1ers have a degree in Jewish studies or certifi

cation in Jewish education, and even in day 

schools only 60% have such tTaining. 

of supplementary school tead1ers and 22% of 

pre-school teachers did not attend at aJI. After age 

13, even greater proportions received minimal or 
no Jewish education (Figs. 2, 3; Box 2). 

According to "Highlights of the CJF 1990 

National Jewish Population Survey," by Dr. 

Barry Kosmin and colleagues, 22 % of men 

and 38% of women who identify as Jews 

received no Jewish education as children. In 

contrast, only 10% of the teachers in 

Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee were 

not formally educated as Jews in childhood. 

LEC:.END 

0 None-No Jewish Education 

■ One Day-1 Day Per Week 
Supplementary School 

■ Two Day-2 or More Day 
Supplementary School 

■ Day School-Day School, School 
in Israel, or Cheder 

Box 2 
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TEACHERS' JEWISH EDUCATION AFTER 13 

Day School 

Day School 67% 

Fig. 3 

Do present levels 

of in- service 
training 

compensate for 

background 

deficiencies? 

None 14% 

One Day 23% 

Supplem entary School 

Two Day 
17% 

Pre-school 

Two Day 8% 

Day School 
29% 

LEGEND 

0 None-No Jewish Education 

■ One Day-1 Day Per Week Supplementary School 

■ Two Day-2 or More Day Supplementary School 

■ Day School -Day School, School in Israel, Yeshiva, 
or Jewish College 

No. Most teachers attend very few in-service 
programs each year. Eighty percent of all teachers 
were required to attend at least one workshop 
during a two- year period. Of these teachers, 
around half attended no more than 4 workshops 

over a two- year time span. (A workshop can range 
from a one-hour session to a one-day program.) 

Pre-school teachers: These teachers typically 
attended 6 or 7 workshops in a two- year period, 

which is more man teachers in other Jewish 
settings (Fig. 4 ). Most pre-schools are licensed by 
the state, and teachers are required to participate 
.in state- mandated professiona l development. 
Given the minimal background of many of these 

teachers in Judaica, however, present levels of 
in-service traini.ng are not sufficient. 

Day school teachers: Although state requirements 

apply to general studies teachers in day schools, 
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0 ne of the more startling findings is that many 
pre-school teachers are teaching Jewish subject 

matter to Jewish children-but are not themselves 
Jews. Overall, 10% of the teachers in Jewish 
pre- schools are not Jewish . In one community, 
tbe figure is as high as 21 %. 

Why is d1is the ,:;ase? One pre-sd100I director 
we interviewed shed light on the quest.ion: 

l have an opening for next year. l have a reacher 
leaving who is not Jewish. T'rn i.nterviewing three 
teachers, two of whom are Jewish, one o [ whom is 
not. And to be fra11k with you .. .l should hire one 
[who isJ ... Jewish. Unfortu nately, of rhe three people 
I am interviewing, the 11on-Jewish reacher is the 

best reacher in terms of what she can do in the 
classroom. So it creates a real problem. 

In this instance, the Jewish candidates were better 
versed in Jewish content and were Jewish role mod

els, but the non- Jewish applicant was more skilled 
as an educator, and that consideration carried more 

weight. Many pre-school directors described an 
acute shortage of qualified Jewish teachers. 

Judaica teachers are nor born1d by state standards. 

We found little evidence of sustained professional 
development among me day school teachers we 
surveyed. On average, those who were required 
to attend workshops did so about 3.8 times every 
2 years- or less than 2 workshops a year. 

IN-SERVICE WORKSHOPS ATTENDED 
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Fig. 4 Note: Average# of workshops in the last two years indudes 
only those teachers who responded that they were required to 
attend-workshops and excludes first-year educators. 



Are teachers in 
Jewish schools 
committed to 

the profession 
of Jewish 

education? 

Row does this compare to standards in public: 
education? In Wisconsin, for example, teachers are 

required LO attend 180 hours of workshops over a 

five-year period to maintain their 1eaching license. 

Day school teachers in our study engaged in about 

29 hours of workshops over a five-year period 

(assuming a typica l workshop lasts 3 hours). This 

is less than one- sixth of the requirement for 

slate- licensed tead1ers in Wisconsin. (Despite varia

tions among states in our study, we found linle 

difference ,icross communities in the extent of pro

fessiona l development among day school teachers.) 

Supplementary school teachers: These reach.ers 

reported an average of 4.4 workshops in a rwo-year 

period. (There was some variation across communi

ties in rhis finding.) But since most supplementary 

school teachers had little or no formal Jewish 

training after bar/bat mitzvah, and only about 50% 

were trained as educawrs, the current status of 

professional development for these teachers is of 

Ys. Sixty-nine percent of full-time teachers 

view Jewish education as lheir career (Fjg. 5). 'Even 

among part-time teachers (those working fewer 
than 25 hours a week), over half described Jt:wish 

education as their career. In supplementary schools, 

where almost no teachers are full-time educators, 

44% consider Jewisl1 education their career. In 

total, 59% of the teach ers view Jewish educatioLl 

as their career. 
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JEWISH EDUCATION AS A CAREER? 
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pressing concern . Even those who teach only a few 

hours each week can be nurtured to develop as 

educators through a sustained, sequential program 

of learning. 

Summaiy: Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee 

offer a number of valuable i11-service opportunities 
for their teachers. All three communities have 

city-wide, one-day teacher conferences, and all three 

have some Corm of incentive for professional develop

ment. Still, in- service training tends to be infrequent 

and sporadic, particularly for day and supplementary 
sd100I teachers. Even workshops that teachers .find 

helpful are isolated events, lacking the continuity 

of an overall system and plan for professional 

developrnem. Expe1ienced teachers may be offered 

the same workshops as novice teachers; teachers 

with strong backgrounds in Judaica but little 

training in education are sometimes offered the 

same opponuni1ies as teachers with su-ong back

grounds in education but little Judaica training. 

TEACHERS' EXPERIENCE IN 
JEWISH EDUCATION 

Year.s of Experience 

One year or less 

Two to five years 

Six to ten years 

Eleven to twenty years 

More than twenty years 

Ta b le J 

Percentage of Teachers 

6% 

27% 

29% 

24% 

14% 

There is also considerable stability in th e teaching 

force . Thirty-eight percent of the teachers have 

caught for more than 10 years, while only 6% were 

in their first year as Jewish educarors when they 

responded to the survey (Table 3). Sixty- four 

percenr intend to continue teaching Ln the same 

posi tions, and only 6% plan to seek positions 

outside Jewish education in the near [urure. 

Given rhe commi11nent of the teaching force in Jewish 
schools, investment in well-designed professional 
development for teachers can yield rich results. 



A PLAN for ACTION 
In Communities 
How can a community design a comprehensive plan 

to improve its teaching personnel? 

Like Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee, a comm.u

nity can profile its teachers an d educational 

directors to learn precisely where their strengths lie 

and which areas need improvemem. The CIJE Study 
of Educators module will become available for this 

purpose in 1995. 

A community can then tailor a plan to meet the 

specific needs of its own educators. Such a plan 

should take into account: 

a. Content: The plan should address the content 

needs of inruvidual teachers in education, Jewish 

studies, and in the imegralion of the two. 

b. Differentiation: The plan should address the 

distinct needs of novice and experienced teachers; 

d1e different ages and affiliations of smdents; and 

the various settings in which dassroom education 

takes place-day schools, supplementary schools, 

and pre-schools. 

c. Systematic Training Opportunities: One- shot 

workshops do not change teachers or teaching. 

Rather, seminars, courses, and retreats-linked to 

carefully articulated requirements, goals, and 

standards-should be offered in the context of a 

long-term, systematic plan for professional 

development. 

d. Community Incentives: Any plan should 

motivate teachers to be involved in substantive, 

ongoing in-service education. Community-spon

sored incen tives for teachers' professional develop

ment indude stipends, release time, scholarships, 

and sabbaticals. Ultimately, professional develop

ment must be linked to salary and benefits. (One 
North American community, for example, bases its 

day sd10ol allocation on teacher certification and 

upgrading rather than on the number of students.) 

e. Teacher Empowerment: The plan shouJd allow 

opportunities for teachers to learn Crom each other 

through mentoring, peer learning, and coaching. 

Tead1ers should be encouraged to participate in the 

design of these training opportunities. 
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ln addirion to these components drawn from the study, 

a comprehensive communal plan should include the 

following elements: 

f. Leadership: The plan should recognize 

what has been learned from educational research: 

The educational director is indispensable in creating 

a successful environment for teaching and learning. 

For teachers to implement change, they must be 

supported by leaders who can foster vision. These 

leaders must also be committed, knowledgeable, 

skilled-and engaged in their own professional 

development. In 1995, CUE will release a policy 

brief on the background and professional training 

of cb.e educational directors in the communities 

surveyed. 

g. Evaluati.on: The plan should lnclude the 

monitoring o ( ongoing initiatives in professional 

development to provide feedback to policy makers 

and participants, and the evaluation of outcomes. 

h . Compensation: The plan should make it 

possible for q ualified teachers who wish to teach 

full- time to be able to do so and receive both 

salary and benefits commensurate with their edu

cational background, years of experience, and 

ongoing professional development. (Several Nortb 

American communities have created the position 

of "community tead1er," which enables a teacher 

to work in more than one setting, holding the 

equivaleor of a full- time position with Lhe 

appropriate salary and benefits.) A [um re CUE 

policy brief will focus on issues of salary and 

benefits for Jewish educators. 

Most important, a weU--designed plan for the 

professional development of Jewish educators in 

a community is nor only a way to redress teachers' 

lack of background. H us also a means of renewal 

and growth that is imperative for all ed ucators. 

Even those who are well prepared for their 

positions must have op portunities to keep abreast 

of the field, to learn exciting new ideas and 

techniques, and to be invigorated by contact 

with their colleagues. 



At the Continental Level 
As an ever-increasing number of communities are 
engaged in the creation and implementation of 
their individual plans, how can the major continen

tal institutions and organizacions address profes
sional development from their own vantage points? 

This effort should be spearheaded by those semi
naries, colleges, and universities that offer degrees 

in Jewi.sh education; by the denominational move
ments; and by those comiuental organizations 
whose primar y mission is Jewish education. In 
collaboration with communal efforts, such educa
tional insci.tutions and organizations should design 
their own plans to conceptualize both in-service 
and pre- service training elements for the field. 

They should also create professional development 
opportunities for educational leaders; expand train
ing opportunities for educators in North America 
and Israel; and empower educators to have an 
influence on the curriculum, teaching methods, 

and educational philosophy of the institutions in 
which they work. 

Continental institutions also contribute to 
building the profession of Jewish education by: 
energetically recruiting candidates for careers in 
Jewish education; developing new sources of 
perso1mel; advocating improved salaries and 
benefits for Jewish educators; and constructing 
career tracks in Jewish education. 

The Jewish people has survived and flourished 

because of a remarkable commitment to the central

ity of teaching and learning. The North American 

Jewish community has continued this commitment, 

with the result that Jews are among the most 

highly educated citizens on the continent. We need 

to bring the same expectations to Jewish education 

as we do to general education, for the sake of 

our unique inheritance. 

(C) Copyrigh t 1994, Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CUE) 
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About The CIJE Study of Educators 

The CTJB Study of Educators is part 0t the 

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback (MEF) 

initiative in rhe three Lead Communities. The 

study involved both a survey of che formal 

Jewish educators in each communjty, a1J,d a 

series of in-depth interviews with a more Limit

ed sample of educators. The questiom1aire was 

developed after reviewing earlier instruments 
that surveyed Jewish education, with many 

questions adapted froru The Los Angeles BJE 
Te11cher Census ( 1990). 

The survey was adnlinistered in spring 1993 or 

fall 1993 to all Judaica teachers at all Jewish day 

schools, supplemenrary schools, and pre-school 

programs in the three communities. General 

studies teachers in day schools were not includ

ed. Non-Jewish pre-school teachers who teach 

Judaica were included. Lead Community project 

directors in each community coordinated tile 

sui;vey admiuistratiOJl. Teachers completed the 

questionnaires and returned them at their 

schools. (Some teachers who did not receive a 

survey torm at school were mailed a form and 

a self-addressed envelope, and returned their 

Corms by ma;il.) Ov:er 80% of the teachers in each 

community fUJed out and returned the q11estion
naire, [or a total of almost l 000 respondents. 

(A parallel survey form was administered to 

educational directms; those data will be 

analyzed tn a hlhtre report.) 

'lechnica• N ote s 

In total, 983 teachers responded out of a total 
population of 1192 in the three communities. 
In general, we avoided sampling inferences 
(e.g ., t- t ests) because we are analyzing 
population figures, not samples. Respondents 
include 302 day s<::hool t eachers, 392 supple
mentary school teachers, and 289 pre-school 
teachers. Teachers who work at more than 
one type of setting were categorized accord
ing to the setting (day school, supplementary 
school, or pre-school) at which they teach the 
most hours (or at the setting they listed first if 
hours were the same f0r two types of set
tings). Each teacher is counted only once. 
If teachers were countee in all the settings in 
which they teach, the resu lts would look 
about the same, except that supplementary 
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Tne imerview questions were designed by the 

MEF Research Team. 1nterviews were conducted 

with teachers i.n pre-$chools, supplementaxy 

schools, and day schools, as well aswitb educa

tional directors and educators at central agencies 

and institutions of Jewish higher learning. ln total, 

125 educators were interviewed, generally fm 

one to two hours. GLIB .field researchers conduct

ed and analyzed the interviews. 

The questionnajre and the interview protocols 

wiJJ be available for public distribution in 1995. 

This policy brief was prepared by CUE's MEF 

Research Team: Adam Gamoran; Ellen Goldring; 

RobeFta Louis Goodman; Bill Robinson; and Julie 

Tammivaara. The authon acknowledge the 

assistance of Nancy Hendtix, Demographic Data 

Consultants. They appreciate the efforts of 

Lauren Azoulai and Janice Alper (Atlanta); 
Chaim Botwinick (Baltimore); and Rurh Cohen 

(1v1ilwaLtkee). Tbey are graceful for the guidance 

of the MEF Academic Advisory Committee: James 

Coleman; Seymour Pox; Annette Bochsrein; 

Stephen Hof.frnan; and Mike .Inbar. They also 

acknowledge the help of the CLJE staff. The authors 

are especially thankful ro the Jewish educators 

who participated in the study. 

school teachers would look more like day 
school teachers, because 61 day school 
teachers a lso wdrk in supplementary schools. 

Missing responses were excluded from calcula
tions 0f percentages. Generally, less than 5% 
of responses wer€ missing for any 0ne item. 
An excepti0n was the question ab0ut certifica
tion in Jewish education. In two communities, 
many teachers left this blank, apparently 
because they were no,t sure what certification 
meant. On the assumption that teachers who 
aid not know what certification meant were 
not themselves certified, for this item only we 
calculated percentages based on the total who 
returned the survey forms, instead of the 
total who responded to the question, 
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November 4, 1994 

To: Chaim Botwinick, Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen 

From: Adam Gamoran and Ellen Goldring 

CC: Alan Hoffmann 

Re: Policy Brief and the GA 

Enclosed is an advance copy of the Policy Brief on the background 
and training of teachers in Jewish schools, which we will be 
releasing at the GA on November 17. We very much appreciate the 
contributions of your communities, and in particular your own 
efforts and leadership, in bringing this report to fruition. We hope 
that it will stimulate widespread discussion throughout North America 
on matters that are of such deep concern to a11 of us. 
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To: Roberta Louis Goodman; Bill Robinson; Julie Tammivaara 

From: Nessa Rapoport 

CC: Adam Gamoran; Ellen Goldring 
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I am so pleased to be able to send you an advance copy of the policy brief. Your 
hard work is evident in these pages, which could never have been written without 
your efforts. I believe this brief--and the study to come--will be important to 
Jewish educators and policy makers in many communities. 

Nessa 
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